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Fighting Glidersthe Secret Weapon
This compact volume tells the heretofore little-known technical facts
about the assault and transport gliders that so heroically served the
fighting forces of Germany, Great Britain, Soviet Union and America
during World War IT. It also reveals for the first time little-known
facts about the gliders other nations produced.
Not before or since that cataclysmic conflict has the world used the
glider in war. The appearance of this aircraft in war was destined to
be but once. Technological shortcomings, production, supply and
delivery problems, and less than far-sighted military leadership, combined to prevent its potential from becoming fully realised before the
end of the war swept this formidable weapon from history's stage.
The glider introduced the world to a new kind of airborne warfare.
On IQ May '940 ten German gliders carrying seventy-eight glidermen
assaulted the enormous Fort Eben Emael, pride of the Allied defences.
Twenty-five minutes later the fort and its 750 defenders had been
rendered ineffective for the rest of the war by the audacious glidermen's attack. This led to tremendous interest in the military glider in
Great Britain, Japan and the United States. Later the Allies used
gliders in Normandy, Arnhem, Wesel and a forgotten jungle strip in
Bu rma- to list but a few of the glider's stirring feats.
Few realise that America produced '4,000 combat gliders more
than any type of its famed fighter or bomber aeroplanes, with the
possible exception of onc or two fighter models. At one time America
planned to build 36,000 gliders, and training was scheduled for more
than that number of glider pilots, for the indomitable glider armada
that might have swarmed over and inundated the Third Reich.
What advantages did gliders have that made them a useful weapon
in combat, and a desirable cargo air-transport vehicle? There were
many. Gliders gave mobility to ground units. Using gliders, forces
could leap rivers, mountains and enemy defences to make vertical
envelopment possible. Armies could operate in a third dimension.
Gliders made airborne warfare not only a possibility but a reality.
Gliders cou ld carry a squad, a platoon or a company in a single
load. They discharged units ready to fight, not scattered over a landscape, in the way paratroopers landed.
Gliders were also cheap to manufacture, in contrast to the cost of
an aeroplane. According to the number of gliders an aeroplane towed,
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they could double or triple the amount of men or cargo a single plane
could move through the air.

:-10st important of all, the gl ider was silent. Stealth was its trademark, and the terror it spread was a psychological advantage of unsurpassed importance.

Fighting gliders were a breed apart, different from any a ircraft
theretofore known. Their forerunner , the sailplane or sports glider,

could use winds and thermal currents effic iently in 'sa il Aight', and
remain aloft for hours and travel man y miles.

Sailplanes differed considerably from war gliders. Sailplanes have
long, narrow wings and a pencil-like fuselage; they appear almost
translucent against the sky and sun and manoeuvre gracefully with

swallow-like com·olutions. Gliders ha"e stubbier wings, large bodies,
and most of them look much like an aeroplane without an engine.
Cnlike the sports glider, the fighting, transport, cargo, assault or
combat glider could not use atmospheric thermals to remain aloft.
Once a military glider was released, and its speed diminished to a
critical point) its weight, design. and construction prc\'ented it from
obtaining lift from air currents or thermals to keep it up, and it began
to glide down to the earth. :-lost of the cran produced during \\'orld
War J[ had about a one to ten glide ratio; that is, in free Aight they
glided down at the rate of onc foot for e\"ery ten feet they Aew forward.
At that period the sailplane had a one to twenty ratio. I Today sailplanes are being built that ha\T as much as a one to fifty ratio, so great
have been the technological ach-ances since the war.

To gOl into the air, tho spons glider was towed by aeroplane or auto
until it got up enough speed to lift it ofr the ground; or it could be
rolled down a slope to get enough speed to take ofT, or 'winched' into
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the air, shooting like a missile from a sl ingshot to gain enough speed

to ny.
The combat glider had to be towed off the grou nd behind a powerfu l aeroplane, or later, 'snatched' from the ground by an aeroplane in

night. A long rope, usually of nylon, stretc hed from the nose or wings
of the glider to the tail of the aeroplane. The glider was towed all the

E

way to a point just short of, or above, its target. In many airborne

assaults in World War I [ gliders Aew behind tow-planes in 'serials' of
planes and gliders that stretched out in the sky for hundreds of miles,
an awe-inspiring sight to lront-line troops o,-er whose heads they new_
Once on their mission , gliders (Jew through rough weather and

sheets of nak. Those that survis'ed the trip unhitched above the enemy
and glided down into battle. There was no escape on the winds, the
commitment was irrevocable_ Once a plane and glider took off with
a cargo, or glidermen} or lank} only the aeroplane returned_
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German Gliders

significant, however. )""1' years before the Germans developed their
'Aying observatory' glider, the forerunner of their transport glider the
DFS 230, German and Soviet military collaboration had been a
matter of historical fact. General Kurt Student, who later headed the
::--Jazi airborne forces during the war, and was the highest ranking

The development of Germany's military transport gliders dates from
the early 1930s. Interest sprouted from a widespread national enthusiasm for sports gliding and soaring; an outcome of the restrictions im-

posed on Germany on the development and production of powered
aircraft by the World War I Treaty of Versailles, signed in 1919.
As a result of the treaty, the energies of a nation noted for a strong
interest in aviation, evidenced by the production of Fokker and other
fighter aeroplanes and of dirigibles, were now restrictively channelled
into gliding and soaring, the only outlet remaining for aviation enthusiasts . German achicyements in gliding and soaring laid the foundation
for Germany's later air power.

By 1932 something new was taking place; the Germans were
\·isualising potential in the frail sailplane as other than a recreational
air \·ehicle. \'·hile the earlier gliders and sailplanes had been slung or
dUlIst into thcrmals, to gain their pilots a few moments of exhilarating
pleasure in the air, now planes were towing gliders for hundreds of
miles: pilots were also learning to tow two or more (in fact a train of

gliders behind a single plane. Someone in America had also deli\wed mail by glider.
By 1932 the Germans had also produced a glider large enough to

proponent of glider warfare in the armies of the world (at that time he
was a captain ) visited the Lipets k airfield, a German base in Russia,
in the years 1924 to 192B. It is a lso known that General Ernst Udet.
the German World War I fighter ace, \·isited Russia many times. That
Student and other high-ranking officers gleaned data aboul Soviet
glider activities is virtually certain.

Udet was involved in the German glider research and development
programme from its inception. It was he, according to \Villiam Green
in his Warplalles DJ the Third Reich who suggested that the Aying

observatory shou ld be modified to carry soldi ers . Along with Gcneral
Udet, some of the more visionary members of the Air Forces, General
J eschonnek in particular. began to press for a combat model. The
design and development of the project was given a 'secret' classifica tion right at the start and was turned over to the Deutsche
Forschungsantalt Fuer SegelAug (DFS ), an affiliate to the Rhoen
R esearch Institute. An aircraft engineer, Hans J acobs, assisted by
glider pilots on the staA' of the company, took the problem in hand.
Green who is a leading authorilY on world aircraft states that the
DFS 230, a successor to the Aying observatory, ' ... began Right
tests late in 1937. Assuming ~[ r. Green to be correct, the Germans were
at least two years, and perhaps as much as four years, behind the

carry meteorological equipment, a pilot and onc or two scientists to
man the equipment and conduct meteorological tests.

Ru ssians in developing a transport glider as such.

This glider was designed by Dr Alexander Lippisch in collaboration
with Professor Waiter Georgii at the Rhoen-Rossiten-Gesellschaft
Research Institute in Munich. The actual construction of the glider
took place in the workshop of Alex Schleicher in Poppenhausen.
For meteorological readings at high altitudes this glider was ideal.
When released it was noiseless, vi bra tion less and free from electrical
emanations usually found in aeroplanes that was likely to disturb

able, is in conceiving of the glider not as just an air transport vehicle
for military or commercial cargo or passenger use, but as an attack

sensitive instruments. The 'flying observatory' (OBS) , as it became
known, Rew many research Rights.
According to the Air Enthusiast (March 1972 ) Adolf Hitler took
an interest in the OBS in Munich when he went to visit an exhibition

at the airport. At that time he conferred with Professor Georgii and
discussed the possibility of sti ll larger gliders for military transport
tasks.
How closely the Germans followed Soviet glider development is
not precisely known. The few published facts are revealing and

Where the Germans may haw been first, and this point is debat-

weapon. This concept was either General Udet's or General Student's.
Udet thought of the glider as the modern equivalent of the Trojan
Horse, landing soldiers in stealth and silence behind enemy lines.
Student's approach was more aggressive- he saw gliders as a direct
attacking and fighting weapon. He was to see his theory vindicated
when Hitler ordered him to capture the Belgian fort, Eben Emael, in
the opening attack on the West in May 1940. Eleven gliders carrying
seventy-eight gliderm en landed on the world's IllOSt 'i mpregnable'
fort, and within twenty minutes neutralised its 780-man garrison. The

next day the fort capitulated. With this feat glid er warfare was born.
The Germans rated a ll their gliders as combat aircraft. Germany
was the only country to arm every glider with machine guns. The
DFS 230 carried one, the Go 242 eight, and the Me 32 I two or more.
Thus in Germany gliders were definitely considered to be fighting
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'OBS', meteorological observation glider, forerunner of German military
a ttack and transport gliders

DFS

230,

three-view section

aircraft, whereas other nations considered them rather as military
transports. Later the other nations took advantage of German experience, and used gliders operationally in much the same way as the
Germans had done.

DFS

230

The DFS 230 was an outgrowth of an earlier transport glider built by
the Rhoen-Rositten-Gesellschaft Research Institute in the early
1930S as a 'flying observatory', to carry meteorological instruments.
DFS

2::10

attack glider. In history's first airborne assault. seven tv-eight
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and Bf 109 Mistelschlepp (pick-a-back) combination

The DFS 230 was designed by Hans Jacobs, Chief Engineer at the
Institute. It was first tested by Hanna Reitsch, the famous, diminutive,
German aviatrix- who also test-piloted the V bombs which later
rained on Britain.
The wings of the glider were set high, and braced. The fuselage
was a framework of steel tubing covered with fabric with a rectangular
cross section. The wings were of stressed plywood with spoilers fitted
on the upper surface to steepen the angle of glide. The wheels could
be jettisoned; the glider then landed on a single central ski that
extended from the nose to about the middle of its belly.
The DFS 230 was flown by one pilot and carried nine troops. The
seats in the first model were in a straight line, six facing forward, four
to the rear. The rear seats could be taken out to allow for cargo. The
glider weighed 1,800 pounds and could carry up to 2,800 pounds of
cargo. It had a wing-span of 72 feet, and was 37.5 feet long. It was
normally towed at 120 miles per hour.
The Initial model was later modified. Loading doors had to be
changed to accommodate a greater variety of loads, such as bicycles,
anti-tank guns and motor-cycles.
A light machine-gun was fixed externally to the starboard side, and
manned by the occupant of the second seat who fired through a slit in
the fuselage. A later model had the machine gun just aft of the
canopy. Navigation lights were operated by a generator fixed to the
nose of the glider. Clamps along the seats held carbines and machine
pistols.
Large-scale production was launched under the supervision of the
Gotha works. Many different companies ultimately participated in
the production endeavour, including the Hartwig Toy Factory, at
Sonnenberg in Thuringia. In all, 2,230 DFS 230's were built.
Models B-1 and B-2 had dual controls and could carry more weight.
Designers also incorporated braking rockets and parachutes for
deceleration in landing.
This glider was used to open the German invasion of the West, in
the assault on Fort Eben Emael. It was used in the invasion of Crete,
and flew urgently-needed men and supplies to General Rommel's
Africa Corps. Later, valiant efforts were made to get supplies to
German Armies fighting in Russia by DFS 230, and it also stood by
to participate in a gigantic, desperate, last-minute attempt to launch
an airborne assault against the Russian forces at Stalingrad.
DFS-230S were fitted out as work shops containing lathes, other
machine tools, welding equipment and cabinets with an assortment of
spare parts for fighter and other combat aeroplanes. One squadron
of each fighter group on the Eastern Front towed these fighter maintenance and repair gliders to each base from which the group operated so
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that the group had immediate maintenance facilities available.
Technical Data

Glider Model: DFS 230
Type: assault glider
Crew: pilot
Dimensions
Wing-span: 72ft
''''ing area: 444Sq fr
Fuselage
Length: 37-5ft
Cargo compartment
Length: 13.2ft

Weigh'
Total with cargo: 4,6001b
Empty: I,Boolb
Cargo: 2,Boolb

Loadings
~in e troops, equipped , or
equi\-alent in ca rgo
Armameut
In some adaptations a
machine gun

Width : 3,6ft
Flight performallu
Height: 4.5ft
Towing speed: Ilomph
Tow-plalles: He Ill. He 126.Ju 52 /53, Ju87 , Rf 110

DFS-230 V,
A DFS 230 V7 was also developed. As William Green explains so
aptly in Warplanes <if the Third Reic", it ' ... bore no relationship to the
basic DFS 230 design', the appellation being a ,,'ay of getting round
bureaucratic intransigence so as to permit designers to build a nc\\-"

and better glider than the DFS 230 without rais ing resentment or
objections.
Completed in '943, it carried fifteen troops six more than the
prototype) or the equivalent weight of 4,180 pounds of cargo. Its
cargo compartment was longer, its wing-spa n less and the length of
the fuselage over three feet greater. A novel feature was that a panel
on the top was removable to enable loading through the roof.
Despite the fact that the DFS 230 \'7 was a marked improvement
on the DFS 230 in the weight and number of men it carried. and had
man y new features, it was not accepted for production.
Technical Data

Glider Model: DFS 230 \ '7
T.."pe: assault /transport
glider
Crew: pilot , co-pilot
Dimensions
Wing-span: 63.6ft
''''ing area: 425sq ft
Fuselage
Length: 41 ft
Cargo compartment

Length: 14.9ft

Weight
Total with cargo: 7,700lb

Empty: 3,5201b
Cargo: 4,IBolb
Loadings
Fifteen troops, equipped.
Armament
3 machine-guns
Flight performance
.M aximum towing speed:

IBomph

OFS 230 \ '-7- three-view sec tion
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demand for a ca rgo glider larger than the DFS 230, which could rush
large amounts of critically-needed bulky cargo, trucks, guns and other
equipm ent, to the front. Its design was the result of preliminary
studies made by Albert Kalkert, an engineer on the staff of Gothaer.
The Luftwa ffe received the first Go 242 in mid-I941.
The craft was a high-winged twin-boom monoplane, with a central
ca rgo nacell e. Lift-spoilers were fitted to the top surface of the wings.
The wings, booms and tail were of wood; the cargo compartment had
a framework of tubular steel. The wing was strut-braced and tapered
in chord and thickness. The rear of the fuselage was hinged at the
top, and could be raiscd to load cargo. Early models had a droppable
undercarriage, and skids in front and in the middle for landing.
Althoug h the basic desig n remained uncha nged , nine different
re\'isions were made to the basic Go

242

design in its production his-

tory. Two of them were made to allow paratroopers tojump from the
glider, and a number of changes were made in the landing gear. Onc
incorporated a plough tha t could be released by the pilot when landing, to brake the glider quickly. Another impo rta nt innovation was
the attachment of a bank of four rockets to the rear of the fuselage to
gi\'t the gl id er thrust in take-off.
T ecbnical Data
Glider .\lodel: Go 2p
7)'Pt: assault transport glider
Crew: pilot, co- pilot
Dimeusiolls

\ \'ing-span: 79ft
Wing area: 700sq ft
Fuselage
Len ~ th 5'2.5ft
Carg-o compartment

Length: 20ft
\I'id Ih: 71\
Heigh t : 6ft
lI'e(~ht

Total with cargo: 15,0001b

Empty: 7,ooolb
Cotha Co

242,

three-vit:\-\' section

Go 2 4 2
.
This versatile glider was used extensively by the G ermans dunng
World War 1I , for supplying air and ground Units of the Wermacht
who were fighting on Germany's widely separated fronts. It was produced by Gothaer Waggonfabric , A. G. , of Got ha, Germany.
The design and development of the Go 242 stemmed from a

Loadings
T wcnty.t hr ee troops,
equipped, or a variety or
military equipment or sup-

plies.
Armammt
Fou r to eight machine guns
Flight performallce
'\laximum towing speed:
150 m ph
~Iaximum

airspeed:

IBomph
)J"ormal lOwing speed:
130m ph
Tow-planes: Ju 52, He

11 I Z

Cargo: 8,00olb

Provision was made for mounting eight mac hine guns for protcc li\'(,
purposes, although not more than four were filled at anyone time.

The glider ca rried twenty-two men , a pilot and co-pilot. The pilot's
and co-pilot's seats) and the floor just below their legs, were armored

with eight millimetres of steel.
Some of the gliders were equipped as transportable maintenance
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A.1LERON CONTROl. --- ELEVATOR CONTROL ~-~
. RUDDER CONTROL 8R.6J(E FLI.PS I.OJUSTMENT
_ _ TRIMMINC Of
I.OJt/STMENT or SPOILERS

-

EUvA.TQA

~---

TRIMMINC Of
RUDDER

Cotha Go 242: abm" control system and be/ou' fined wit h bank of
four Rh einmetall RI 502 solid fuel rockets to assist in take-off
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shops, with lathes and other machinery permanently installed. Others
had staff or command operations rooms. They were nown from location to location, as the need arose for their equipment. The chief towaircraft for the Go 242 were the H e ",Z and the]u 52. In all, Gothaer
and its affiliates built, ,528 Go 242's. One hundred and thirty three
Go 242'S were modified to become aeroplanes, by the addition of two
engines, and became known as the Go 244.
The Go 242 was used extensively for personnel and supply missions
between German bases in Europe and North Africa, to supply
Rommel's Africa Corps. In Russia they were used to help maintain
Wermacht mobility by flying supplies to extended ground force
columns. They flew critical supplies to beleagured German forces at
Kholm early in '942, and to the encircled panzer army in Podolsk.
The,· also assisted in e,·acuating German forces from Crimea.

Close-up of RI 502 solid fuel rocket propulsion system

Waiter RI

202b

rocket slung beneath wing of GOlha Go 242

Me 321
The Gigalll ,Giant, as the ;\Iesserschmill :\Ie 32' was called, was the
world's largest operational glider and onc of the largest aircraft built
until recent years. Tt had a wing-span of ,8, feet, was 93 feet long,
and carried 2+ tons. It has frequently been confused with the Junkers
Ju 322 and called the .\lerseburg after the city of this name where the
Ju 322, another enormous German glider, was built.
An urgent requirement for a large glider developed when German
military leaders concluded that any airborne assault on England must
be backed up by air-landed tanks, self-propelled guns, and the indispensable 88 mm anti-aircraft guns . Without these weapons the
invasion of England would be doomed, they felt.
The idea for a large glider for this strategic mission may have
originated at Messerschmitt Ltd. According to Mr \\'oldemar Voigt,
who was head of the office of configuration design and aerodynamics
at the company, Professor \\,ill)" Messerschmitt discussed the feasibility
of building such an enormous aircraft with Mr Voigt early in
November '940. Apparently, it was an idea first broached to Mr
Messerschmill a month earlier by Mr ]oseph Froelich, a department
head . In a maller of days after design studies began, Mr Voigt
assured Professor Messerschmitt that it was not only possible to
design such a glider, but also to tow it.
Professor Messerschmitt had an audience with Rudolf Hess, the
Deputy Fuehrer, and made the proposal to build such an aircraft.
Hess went to Adolf Hitler, who, intrigued with the idea, gave the go
ahead in a few days. Hess then turned the details over to the Air
Ministry.
Mr Voigt went on to produce the configuration design and aerodynami c layout. Mr Froelich was given the mission of implementing
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the concept. He set up a sizable task force of engineers and assorted

Pkw personnel carrier
being loaded into
a Cotha Go 242

supporting skills at Leipheim to initiate the construction. Meanwhile, the Air Ministry issued a production order. Assembly of the
gliders took place at Leipheim and Obertraubling. The first test flight
was made at Leipheim on 25 February 1941, about fifteen weeks after
the construction order had been given.
Flight tests were first carried out without loads, the glider being
towed by a Junkers Uu ) 90, the only aircraft powerful enough to get
the Gigant into the air. It took 4,000 feet of runway to get the wheels
off the ground; the Germans encountered extreme difficulty in getting
the glider airborne when it carried a load. Since they had few aeroplanes as powerful as the Ju go, and il was evident that this plane
was not powerful enough to tow a fully-loaded Mc 321, they resorted
to the 'Troika tow,' a Messcrschmitt concept, which was a combina-

tion of three towing aircraft each independently hitchcd to the glider
by a tow-rope. The Troika tow pro,·ed successfu l. The aeroplanes
used for this purpose were the Bf IIOC fighter-bomber, or the Me 110.
Ultimately, the Troika tow became costly in aircraft and pilots lost
in experimentation, and in the number of aircraft that it took from
critical operations, so a special tug, the H e I I I Z was built. The product of the imagination of General Ernst Udet, it consisted of two
He III H-6 twin-engine bombers, attached by a constant-chord wing

-

section with an engine mounted at the centre, making the fiye-engine

He 1 I 1Z which became known as the <willing. Full controls were in
the port side fuselage. The second pilot sat in the other fuselage and
had full controls but no throttles. The total crew was fi'T. It had a
wing span of I 16 feet.
Messcrschmitt ~1e 32 I, largest glider e\·er built, compare Go '242 beneath wing

At take-off with maximum load eight auxiliary rockets were used
to assist the tow-plane. Each of 1,200 pounds thrust, th ey were sus-

pended from the lower surface of the Giganl's wings. \\·hen expended,
the rockets were dropped by parachute. Landing gear could be
dropped , and landing accomplished on four spri ng skids.
The fu selage was made of stecl tubing covered with fabric. Wings
were made of steel tubes giving a rectangular cross section and interconnected, as in a girder structure. Plywood covered the wing forward

of the spar. Fabric covered the wing aft of the spar.
Once airborne, the Gigallt handled well but proved a tremendous
physical strain for one pilot to Ay. This caused the designers to modify
the glider to provide for a co-pilot.
Most 321's were first based in France in preparation for a German
invasion of Great Britain. When the invasion did not occur, these
gliders were transferred to the Russian front, where many of them
were used to Ay men, materials and equipment. The glider carried

200 fully equipped men. When it carried troops, the storage space was
Messerschmiu Nlc
3'21, showing
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Technical Data
Glider .lIodel: :'le 32 '
T,}'pe: assault transport glider
Crew: pilot, co ~pilot ,
mec ha nic
DimellSiolls
Win g-s pa n : ,8,ft
\Vi ng a rea: 3,23osq ft
Fuselage
Length: 93ft
Height: ' 9ft
W e(ght

Total \vith cargo: 70,0001b
Empty: 26,0001b
Cargo: 44,ooolb

thr('('~\'i('\\

-. -

-

~l cssersc hmitl

M esscrsc hmitt :\1c 3'21,

-

'\Ie 32 I in

to\\

behind fi\'('-rngint'd Heinkd He

,;cnioll

Loadifl,~J

Hca\') tank; or an 88 mm
an ti-ta nk gun and prime
mover: or 200 troops,
equ ipped.
i lrmamenl
Several machine guns
Flight performance
.\I aximum airspeed:
Il omph

T ow-planes: J u go, three M e
or onc He J I I Z

llO 'S,

H d nk rl

I I I

Z

-

I I I

-
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divided into an upper and a lower compartment, to ca rry a full compan y of men and their equipment.
Two hundred of these immense gliders were built. As the war progressed, a large number were converted into six-engine :-'1e 323
aeroplanes .
Some aeronauticists and hi storians doubt the Yl e 321 could actually
carry 200 troops. According to Woldemar Voigt , its designer, there was
no question of this capacity, and ability to transport even heavier
loads. This was dramatically proven. The hea vier Me 323 aeroplane,
evacuated 220 men of General Erwin Rommcl's forces from North
Africa to Ita ly on at least onc flight. Eighty sa t in the wings, onc
hundred and forty in the cargo compartmcnt.

Ju 3 22
This was the real mys tery glider of World War I1 , and one about
which few details are known to this day. It was onc of Germany 's
super gliders, someti mes referred to by the Germans as the Goliath.
and finally officia lly named the ,\Iammut. British Intelligc nce dubbed
it the .I[erseberg see :-'lc 321 It had a chequered history.
The belief was long held that J unkers went into the production of
the Ju 322 to compete with :-,resserschmill's :-'-[ e 321 and to get a
share of the large cargo transport glider market. Actua lly this was not
the case.
The Ju 322 was the result of almost franti c efforts to build tank and
hea vy eq uipment carrying gliders for the in vasion of England. When
the Rei ch Air :-'1inistry instructed iIlesse rsc hmitt to design a glider
(ultimately the \[e 32 1) , it placed the sa me requirement on Junkcrs.
Th e only difference in the instructions iss ued was that ~/l esse rsc hmitt
were allowed to use steel; Junkcrs were to use wood, in antic ipation
of a critical shortage of steel , in which case the Air :-'[inistry could fall
back onJunkers' product to meet future req uirements for large cargo
gliders.
Th e Ju 322 was in every sense of the word a ' Oyi ng wing', a rare
design in aircraft at any period in history. [t was absolutely extraordinary that this should have been the basic design for such a huge
aircraft; a wing design not at that time thoroughl y tested even in the
sporting glider, except perhaps by Russia.
The glider was to carry twenty tons of ca rgo, somewhat less than
the amount the Me 321 carried. The wing was 203 feet long of wood
throughout except for fittings , instruments and the like. The reinforced
middle beam was actually the fuselage . The fu selage part of the wing
had a leading edge that could be detached to open the immense
interior for cargo. The cockpit was on the left side of the cargo compartment and above it.
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Messersehmitt Me 323 aeroplane, Although rated for 200 passeng~rs as
a g lid er, on at least onc night , the NIe 323 tran sported 240 men (eIghty
in the wings , 160 in the fuselage) to Sicily from North Africa despite the
added weight of the six engines
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Designing and developing the landing gear and undercarriage
proved one of the most difficult problems. The g lider plus its load
weighed close on forty-five tons. Desp ite the original ruling against its
use, eight tons of steel had to go into the construction of the various
parts lO give them the necessary rigidity and strength.
The undercarriage had to be under the glider as it was being
loaded. Then, either the glider had to be towed to Aying speed and
take off from the undercarriage, letting it coast along the runway, or
the und erca rriage had to be dropped after take-off. The latter course
was decided upon. So hcavy was the gear itself, however, that the
engineers calcu lated that it could not be dropped from too great a
height or it would be destroyed when it hit the ground. If it was
dropped at lOO low an altitude it would bounce up and hit the glider.
~[an y different kinds of gear were tested, with from eight to as many
as thirty-t\\'O wheels sixteen in tandem on each side ).
Problems were also encountered with the wooden structure. It was
found that because of poor manufacturing techniques parts were
weakened by rot. The first tank loaded into the glider fell through the
Aoor. This was duc in part to faulty ramp design. This incident led
to the reinforcement of the noor, whereby the problem of loading
future tanks and similarly heay)" equipment was soked, but at the

expense of useful payload. It lOok an additional eight lOns of material
to effect the reinforcemcnt, reducing the payload to fourteen tons.
Other changes, and some cautionary calculations, caused the designers to reduce the payload to twelve tons.
In time two prototypes were ready for tests. Even before Aight tests
began, General Ernst Udet, World War I fighter ace, while visiting
Junkers, expressed his doubts that the g lid er would really Ay. Junkers

Junkcrs Ju :322, thrt'e~vit'w scnion

however, that they launched into the construction of ninety-eight

Junkers planned to build a yet larger gl id cr, thc.Ju-488 at Toulou se,
France . However, Allied bombings of'Toulouse industrial sites destro yed the factory where the glider was to be built and it was decided

more ,\/ammuts.

to Lcminate the project.

officials were so confident of the outcome of their daring venture,

The first test took place in April 19+1. Reports state that at full
throttle the Ju 90 bomber, which was towing the Ju 322, could not
get up enough speed to lift the glider off the runway. In a subsequent
try the glider managed to get off the ground but cou ld make no
change in direction, and had to cut off from the Ju 90 and land only a
short distance from the take-off field. [n the test the glider had so
littl e vertical stabilit y that its wings rotated in minor arcs, swinging

the tow-plane dangerously.
No other tests were made. Already facing a huge financial loss, and
with no assura nce the Ju 322 would be successful , Junkers decided to
terminate the project. The hulls of the existing prolOtypes and those
under construction were c ut up, and the wood obtained was used in
automobile gas generators.

Technical Data
Glider .\lode!: Ju 322
~)'Pl: heavy-cargo glider
Dimensions
\Ving~ span:

203ft
\<Ving area: 6,+oosq ft
Fuselage
Length: 95ft
Cargo compartment
Length: 38ft
Width: 30ft
Height: 10.lft

lI'eigh'
Total with cargo: gO,ooolb

Empty: 56,ooolb
Cargo: 2..j.,Qoolb
Loadil1gs
PzK\V 1\' tank; 100 troops,

equipped.
Armament
Two 7.9-lllm machine guns
7 ow-planes: J1I go \ . 7
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JunkersJu 322

DFS 331, three-view sec tion

DFS 331
This glider was designed by Hans J acobs, also designer of the DFS
230. It was built by Gothaer Waggonfabrik in '94'; at about the
time Gothaer was also proceeding with the design and construclion
of the GO-242. Although the DFS 33' possessed some features novel
DFS 33'

FIGIITING GLIDERS OF WORLD WAR 11

to gliders of the time - excellent visihility in the cockpit, a wide cargo
compartment, and a superb airfoi l longitudinal section of the fuselage- it did not go into production. This was primarily due to the
progress of the GO-242, which had equally suitable characteristics and
larger cargo capacity.
Only one was built. It carried 4,500 pounds, approximately half the
load of the Go 242.
Technical Data
Glider Jlode!: DFS 331
T)pe: assault/ transport glider
Crew: pilot, co· pilot
Dimensions

\I'ing-span: 71 ft
Wing area: 646sq ft
Fuselage

Length: 51.9ft
Cargo compartment

Lenglh: 20ft
\\'idlh: 8.3ft
Height: .).3ft

Weight
Total with cargo: IO,ooolb

Empty: 5,5001b
Cargo: 4,5001b
Loadings
Eig-hlf'rIl troops, cquippt'd
or 4,,5oo1b of cargo.
Flight peiformallce
~Iaximum towing speed:

168mph

Go 345
Two models of the Go 3+5 were produced b,' Gothacr \\'aggonfabrik
A. G., of Gotha.
The Go 345A, built in 1944, was a high-wing monoplane assault
glider with a high-set braced tail. Both wings and tail-fins had trim
tabs. The landing gear was a semi-detachable tricycle gear of simple
design. It could be loaded through detachable side doors. The design
a lso permitted rapid exit of troops. The frame was made of steel tubing
and covered with plywood.
Technical Data
Glider .\lode!: Go 3+5A
1)pe: cargo glider
Crew: pilot, co·pi lol
DimeflsioTls
Wing-span: 67ft
Wing area: 537sq ft
Fuselage
Length: +1.3ft
Height: 15.5ft
Cargo comparrmcnt
Length: 13ft
Width: 4.3ft
Height: 5. I ft

1reight
Total with cargo: 8,9501b

Empty: 5.4501b
Cargo: 3,5001b
Loadillgs
Twelve troops, equipped.

GERMAN GLIDERS
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The Go 345A carried a pilot and co-pilot, side by side, and had dual
controls. Two Argus-pulse thrusters could be attached, onc under
each wing; these were designed to be started after the towline was
dropped, when the glider had reached its destination, to give the pilot
more flight range and thus more option in the choice of landing sites.
They also helped him to avoid hostile fire.
A second model, the Go 345B, was built to carry cargo. Instead of
side doors it had a short nose which, along with the pilot compartm ent
in it, could be swung up to permit loading. Wheels were used instead
of skids. ;\Ieither glider was produced in quantity.

Ka 430
This glider was the result of one of the more ambitious tactical
designs. I t was developed in the summer of 1944 under the auspices of
Albert Kalkert, Technical Director of the Reporaturwerke Erfurt
aircraft factories, in co-operation with the Gotha design bureau, and
it was to have been mass-produced during the winter of 1944- 45.
Subsequent developments in the war made this impossible.
The Ka 430 was both an assault and a transport glider. It was a
high-performance aircraft especially constructed for towing speeds up
lO 220 miles per hour. It was towable by almost any aircraft, including the :--ie [09 and the FW [90, and had provision for the use of the
starschlepp, or non-flexible towing bar, by which it was attached to the
tow-plane, or of a 'Y' tow-cable, attached to the forward wing SUffaces on either side of the fuselage.
The glider had a composite wood and metal frame construction. It
had a tricycle landing gear for landings in prepared areas. If a landing
in rugged terrain or an unprepared landing-zone was anticipated,
this could be dropped and the glider could land on skids. There was
a parachute brake as well as rocket deceleration devices.
Loading could be carried out from the rear, on a ramp formed by
dropping a rcar portion hinged to the glider. Onc side of the fuselage
had detachable panels that cou ld be taken off for loading or rapid
unloading. The glider could carry twelve glidermen. A later modification introduced floor hatchways through which six paratroopers at a
timc could drop to the ground on a cylindrical platform shaped like
a lOp. The paratroopers sat in sealS around the platform, facing inward, attached to their seats by safety belts. The platform was
attached to a chute. This concept was never tested, however.
The glider was armed with a machine-gun affixed to a manuallyoperated gun-turret which protruded forward from the top of the
cockpit. It also had an armour-plated coc kpit floor to protect the
pilots.
A total of twelve Ka 430's were manufactured.
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GOlha Go 34SA, threc-view sec tion and exploded drawing

GOlha Go 34513, three-view section

GERMAN GLIDERS

Technical Data

Glider Model: Ka 430
Type: assault and transport
glider
Crew: pilot, co-pilot

Dimensions

Gotha-Kalkert Ka 430
Gotha-Kalkert Ka 430, three-view section

Wing-span: 64ft
Wing area: 435sq ft
Fuselage
Length: 44ft
Height: 15ft
Cargo compartment

Length: 12ft
Width: 5.6ft
Height: 5.3ft

53
Weight
Total with cargo: 7,500lb
Empty: 3,7501b
Cargo: 3,7501b
Loadings
Twelve troops, equipped
either parachute troops or
glidermen; equipment in
lieu of an equivalent weight
afmen.
Armament
One machine gun.

Tow-planes: Me 109, FW 190
or slower aircraft

BV 40
As World War II progressed, Allied bombers became more difficult
for the German Luftwaffe to cope with. The Luftwaffe leaders were
frantically searching for a method to counter the tightly-knit Allied
B-17 formations flving almost untouched by German fighters. Dr.
Ri chard Vogt, chief designer and technical director of B10hm and
Voss, proposed the idea of an unpowered glider- a 'glide-fighter'to intercept them, to the German Air Ministry. The idea was that a
fighter shou ld tow the interceptor to a height well above the bomber
formations and release it when bombers came within glider range,
letting the glider swoop into the Allied bombers. Its head-on attack
would be so fast that it would be invisible to a bomber's gunner until
the glider pilot had fired his 30-mm cannon and had van ished.
The Reich Air Ministry thought Dr Vogt's proposal worth exploring, and Blohm and Voss was given an order for the B\, 40, which
was to become the world's on ly interceptor glider.
It was a remarkably small glider with a wing span of 25.96 feet,
and a length of 18.7 feet. The pilot lay down flat on padded mats, his
chin resting on a short padded post, in a compartment of welded sheet
steel armour plate, the front panel more than 20 mm thick; the windshield was made of 120 mm non-fragmenting glass. Two steel panels
could be slid forward overhead to give additional protection. The
armament consisted of two 30

mm~1K

108 cannons.

The glider was towed by a BF IOgG. It took off on a two-wheeled
trolley, the trolley being jettisoned as soon as the craft was airborne. It
landed on skids. It was flight-tested in late May 1944, and over a
period of several months thereafter severa l models were produced.
There were many different concepts as to the glider's usage . Pulse
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Blam Voss interceptor glider BV 40. The pilot Aew lying prone

B10m

\'055

BV 40, 'hrcc-\"iew section

jets and rockets for eme rgency thrust were considered. It was suggested that it should carry small bombs to be dropped on enemy
formations, or be made into a towed fuel lank, or that it should be
used as a bomb-glider releasable rrom the wing or a large bomber.
Tests showed it could dive at speeds or '9' miles per hour, and it
was relt that a 560 mile per hour speed could be attainable. Nineteen
prototypes were produced.
Biom Voss BV-'4"O'---_ _ __ _
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Technical Data
Glider Model: BV 40
Type: interceptor-glider

Crew: pilot
Dimensions
Wing-span: 2S.96ft
Wing area: 93.6sq ft
Fuselage
Length: IB .7ft
Wtlght

Loadings

Pilot
Armament
Two 30-mm MK loB cannons.
Flight performanu
'\1aximum airspeed:

s60mph
Tow-planes: Bf tOgG; Fw 190

Total with ca rgo: 2,0941b

Empty: I,B44lb
Cargo: 2solb
Rigid-tow bar appended
Other DeveloplDents

As the Germans continued to use gliders on their many fronts, their
experience provided them with a fund of data pointing to technical
improvements which would give gliders greater operational effectiveness and pilots a greater margin of safety, and \\'ould create newer and
better gliders. Some of the technical inno\·ations got nowhere, excel lent though they were. Others were denloped, like the \'-1 and \'- 2
powered glide-bombs, which were an outgrowth of the glider as the
world well knows.
One of the early German experiments with gliders was known as
the Mis/e/schlepp. It consisted of securing a fighter aeroplane to
the top of a glider, so that the power of the fighter assisted the tow
plane in lifting both into the air. The comb in ation Rew successfully
many times. The Germans foresaw in this system a way of getting
gliders to targets quickly; once released, the fighter would stand by
overhead to provide protective cover. It also foresaw an explosiveladen glider as a missile, guided by radio to its target by the pilot of
the fighter. Wh y this combination was not further exploited is not
fully known. It is reported reliably that it had a long history, having
been Seen in Right over Czechoslovakia after the Germans seized that
country but before World War II started. From this concept grew the
idea of carryi ng a powered aeroplane into the air. its nose fused, and
loaded to capacity with explosives; a powered missile to be released
and guided by remote control to its target.
Rockets were also extensively used to give gliders their own propulsion, and thereby to help the tow-plane to get the glider into the
air. Rocket-assisted take-offs were common practice with all models
of gliders used in combat in the latter stages of the war. Rockets were
also used for braking gliders when they made their landings. The
Germans were the first to have a parachute brake, a deployable

DFS

230

to

th~ lail ofa JunkcrsJu 52 used primarily in

rigid-tow Hight

Close-up of coupling Illt'chanislll
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The Luftwaffe learned through their intelligence of the system of
glider pick-up used by the USAAF and conducted considerable
research to develop such a system, bUl they were unsuccessful.

Rigid-lOw combination inAight

parachute at the end of the fuselage that the pilot could acti\'ate to
allow him to bring his glider into a small or constricted landing area.
To give gliders greater manoeuvrability, and to extend their
gliding range once released from tow-planes near their targets, the
Argus impulse thruster was available, but it "vas never extensively
used.
As a result of the problem that confronted the Luftwaffe of pro\"iding fighter escort for long-range bombers, there began in 1940 a series
of experiments with aircraft tow combinations intended to increase
the operational range of the fighters being fuelled by a glider in close
tow. This was the starting point of a number of tcsts on towing possibilities, which led to the Starrschlepp, the non-Oexible tow-bar. It consisted of a metal rod from one to ten meters in length with a ball and
socket joint at both ends. It was wired internally or externally, between tug and glider, for intercommunication. The bar was releaseable by either the towing aircraft or the glider. By using this de\'clopment the disadvantage of blind glider-fl ying was reduced, the strain
of night flying was cased, and intercommunication was made superior
to that of any other system of tow. The Starrschlepp failed to be more
exploited because each Ju 52 aircraft used with it required modification for its installation. The rapidly changing war situation made
the demand for these aircraft so great that time for making the alterations could not be afforded" Nonetheless, the Starrschlepp was extensively
used for towing at night in the latter part of the war when Allied
control of the airspace over Germany during daylight hours made it
suicidal to use gliders in daylight missions.

THREE _____________________________

The British Glider Effort
•
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When the British realised that the road to Dunkirk had begun with
the crushing defeat of Fort Eben Emacl in Belgium by a sma ll German
gliderborne force, they quickly took stock of their airborne doctrine
and resources, 1\'ot surprisingly, their strategy was completely devoid
of any reference to the use of airborne troops, and there was ahsolutely
no aircraft designed for dropping paratroopers, The term 'transport
glider' was unknown, so flagrant had been the Bri tish oversight before
Dunkirk,
Sir Wins ton Churchill got the maller off dead centre in his charac-

,
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teristic way, by ordering the creation of a 5,ooo-man airborne forceP,~r.\\',

Prime

~1inister's

Wishes , i,e, no questions asked, This

order led to a glider construction programme startcd panly, because

the British did not ha\'e enough powered aircraft to carry j,OOO paratroopers, Some of the lift had to come !i'om another source, and
ob\'iously this source had to be the glider.
The amount of airborne lift Britain had mustered by some three
years later was phenomenal. Glider production in Britain, until then
practically nonexistent, was onc of the extraordinary achic\"cmcnts of

British industry, calling for prodigious efforts at alllC\'els, 1n its glider
production effort during World War 11 British industry showed itself
at its best, and produced in quality and quantity, under great hardships and handicaps, what no other nation could hope to exceed,
Hadrian
The British Hadrian glider was actually the U,S, Air Force's \Yaco
CG -+A , described in detail under the headin!1; of U ,S, gliders, Sce
pp, t03 (3 ) While pilots of the British Glider Pilot Regiment, by and
large, preferred to ny the H orsa, the Hadrian proved a "aluable
adjunct to British transport glider resources, From the British standpoint, the Hadrian was definitely considered to be primarily a troop
transport glider. Trucks and artillery would be transported in the
Horsa or the Hamilcar. The Royal Air Force procured 740 CG-4A's
from the United States, and these were given the name Hadrian.
Harnilcar

The Hamilcar was the largest glider built by the Allies, a true monster
of an aircraft, and a daring ga mble, It prompted Colonel Fred erick
R, Dent, Chief of the U ,S, Army Air Force's glider procurement pro-

I
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gramme, to remark while visiting British glider activities, 'It was the
biggest hunk of airplane I have ever seen put together!'
In deciding to build the Hamilcar the British reasoned that should
their strategy develop in such a way as to call for the commitment of
large airborne forces, such a glider would be needed to transport
tanks, large guns and vehicles, and huge amounts of ammunition and
other stores, to give the airborne forces not only holding power, but
a strong and aggressive punch.
General Aircraft Limited designed and built the Hamilcar at their
Railway Carriage and Wagon Company plant at Birmingham. The
design for the glider was finally agreed to early in 1941. Since it was
considered advisable to design and construct a half-scale flying model ,
a team of a hundred draftsmen and twenty engineers and technicians
jumped to the task, backed up by the facilities of the Royal Aircraft
Establishment and the National Physical Laboratory, which handled
the development of structural and wind-tunnel data. The model pro\ied
successful and General Aircraft soon built the full-scale glider.
The H amilcar was the largest wooden aircraft built during World
War II . To carry with structural and aerodynamic efficiency the
weights it had to lift, it was necessary to select a wing loading much
greater than anything previously contemplated for a glider. This wing
loading came to 21. 71b per square foot.
It was a high-wing, canti lever monoplane with a wing span of
110 feet and a wing area of 1,657 square feet. The wing was of wood,
with a cen tre section and two tapering ou ter sections. The inner structure had two box spars with laminated plywood booms a nd plywood
webs, augmented with ribs. A thin plywood sheet covered the wing,
and over this there was a fabric cover.
The fuselage, made of wood, was rectangular in shape, and constructed in two separate main sections which could be separated to
facilitate its transport by ground to assembly points. The body was so
constructed as to enable its plywood surface to carry a substantial part
of the stresses developed, from whatever source. The bulbous nose
was hinged on the starboard side and swung open for loading.
The decision to design the craft as a high-wing monoplane with a
nose-opening door was made so as to ensure that with the aircraft
lowered on to its skids, armoured track vehicles could be driven
straight out without the need for special ramps. The vehicles could
therefore be in action as little as fifteen seconds after the aircraft had
come to rest. To speed its exit, the vehicle was started up while the
glider was still in the air. The vehicle's exhaust pipes had temporary
extensions to the outside of the glider; these disengaged as the vehicle
moved forward. As the forward motion continued , a mechanical device freed the nose-door lock and automatically opened the door.

THE BRITISH GLIDER EFFORT

General Aircran Hamilcar , three-view section

Although the craft was initially constructed with wheels which
could be dropped, leaving it to land on skids, the technique was
changed to keep the wheels for landing. This allowed pilots to taxi
some distance to get clear of landing strips. When the glider came to
rest, the high oil-pressure in the chassis shock-absorber struts was
released, causi ng them to telescope, and permitting the glider to sink
on to its skids so that the veh icle inside cou ld dri"e out.
Two pilots, each with controls, sa t in tandem in splendid isolation
in the cockpit. A bullet-proof windshield protected them from the
front and sides, while armour-plating protected them from the rear.
Th ey had telephone communication with the crews of vehicles below
and the pilot of the towing aeroplane.
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The H a milcar could carry a T etrarch Mark I V tank or a Locust
tank, two Bren-g un universal carriers or two armoured scout cars, a
2s-pound gun with tractor, or similar loads.
Because of its 'all-up' weight of 36,000 pounds, it needed an enormously powerful a ircraft to tow it. During early tests a Halifax with
souped-up engines was used. Later, as the Halifax bomber was modifi ed to increase its engine power, a standa rd Halifax became the tug
for the Hamilcar, a lthough the Lancaster and Stirling four engined
bombers were also used on occasion.
The first full-sized prototypc fl ew on 27 March, 1942. During the
course of the war 4 I 2 H amilcars were buill. They sa w yeoman service
in Normandy, a t Wesel, a nd at Arnhem.
One H a milcar was procured by the V.S. Arm y Air Forces for test
and evaluation at its Air Force j\[ateriel Command at Wrighl Army
Air Force Field near Day ton, Ohio. D esign studies were made to
determine the feasibility of operating the Hamilca r in a 'pick-a-bac k'
system, in conjunction with the U.S. P-38 fight er, (See U.S. Other
Technical Developments, p. 157. )
A later British development was the H amilcar X, which was a twoengined powered Hamilca r. It proved a very successful aeroplane.
General .\ircrafl Hamilcar transporting li gh t tank. exploded drawing

Technical Data
Glider .\lode!: Hamilcar
T;pe: hea\·y transpon glider
Crew: pilot, co-pilot

Dimensions
\\,jn g-span: 110ft

Wing area: 1,65 7sq ft
Fuselage
Length: 68.Sft
Height: 20.3f,
Cargo compartment

Length: 2S.Sft
Width: 8ft
Height: 7.Sft
Weight
Total with cargo: 36,ooolb

Loadings

One Tetrareh

~Iark

IY

tank, or I Locust tank, or
2 armoured scout cars, or
+0 men , equi pped or eqUl\·a lent.
Flight peiformallu
~1aximum towing speed:

Isomph
.\laxim um airspeed:

187 mph
Aspect ratio: 11 .5
Tow-planes: Halifax, Lancas ter,
Stirling

Empty: 18,0001b
Cargo: 17,soolb
Hengist
The H engist was designed and built by Slingsby Sailplanes, Ltd . It
was to ca rry fifteen troops, equipped. The Ministry of Aircraft
Production placed the order at a time when the feasibility of constructing and producing in quantity anything as large as a 2s-place
glider was in doubt.
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Slingsby delivered the first mod el, in the latter part of 1942 , to the
Airborne Forces Experimenta l Establishment at Sherburn-in-Elmet
in Yorkshire, near Leeds. As described by Lawrence Wright in
Wooden Wings, it was ' ... a pretty aircraft, high-winged, slab-sided,
obviously from the Slingsby stable'.
It incorporated some unique technical innovations. Made of wood
throughout, except for some fittings, it had a wing-span of80 feet, and
a length of 56.6 feet. Wings had Aaps along the trailing edges, and
spoilers . The Aaps were actuated by opening a scoop on the under
surface of the wing. This drove air into the bellows within the Aaps,
forcing them to open downward. The Oaps were raised while in Aight
by closing the scoop and opening a vent in the upper surface of the
wing. This induced suction, which along with pressure of the air on
the underside of the Aaps, caused them to close. Lift spoilers were
manually operated by lever from the cockpit which caused the spoilers
to open out from the upper surfaces of the wings.
The undercarriage had brakes and could be jettisoned, after which
the glider landed on a pneumatic skid running the length of the
cabin , and also on a small pneumatic skid at the tail. No Aight-test
was conducted using the skids, however. The pilot and co-pilot had a
full system of dual controls for Aaps, spoilers and wheel brakes between their seats, as well as an elevator wheel, which was also between
the seats.
Tests showed that in towed Aight, control was good, though a slight
stiffness in the ailerons was reported. The glider Aew comfortably
with the rudder free and with the pilot using only one hand. It also
performed well in free Aight, with no tendency to snatch, oscillate, or
take charge. The Aaps were very effective, but test pilots reported
Auttering at all free Aight speeds, and some tail heaviness when Aaps
had been activated.

,
<

Concept of P-38, General Aircraft Hamilcar pick-a-back combination
Ihree-view section

'

Technical Data
Glider Model: Hcngist
Type: transport glider
Crew: pilot, co-pilOl
Dimensions
Wing-span: 80ft
Wing area: 780sq ft
Fuselage
Length: 56.6ft
Weight
Total with cargo: 8,3331b
Empty: 4,6661b
Cargo: 3,6671b

Loadings
Fifteen troops, equipped
Flight performaru:e
~1aximum

airspeed:

J60mph
Stalling speed
Flaps up: 45mph
Flaps down: 40mph
Aspect ratio: 8.'21
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Slingsby Hengist

Slingsby Hengist in Right

Slingsby Hengist, three-view section

Slings by built eighteen Hengists. One was soon to be written off,
when a rigger omitted a wing-root pin, and the glider shed a wing
near Dishforth. Fortunately the pilot, John Nielan survived, although
after some months in the hospital.

pt
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Hors a (Mark I and 11)
The Horsa, without a doubt, was the most ungain ly-looking glider
ever produced, and the ugly duckling of all World War IT gliders. It
prompted the remark that the inside of its long fuselage looked like a
section of the London Underground Railway in miniature.
Intent on conserving critical metals as well as drawing upon woodworking industries not yet heavily involved in war-time production,
the Air Ministry in specifications issued to the Airspeed Aviation
Company, Ltd. in December 1940 called for the glider to be of
wooden construction. So well did the design team (headed by Hessell
Tiltman ) comply, that H. A. Taylor, in Airspeed Aircraft Since '931,
was prompted to say it '... must have been the most wooden aircraft
ever built. Even the controls in the cockpit were masterpieces of the
woodworker's skill'.

According to Taylor, Tiltman carried out his design efforts at the
de Havilland Technical School al Hatfield and later at Salisbury
H all, London Colney, after he had been bombed out of the technical
schools. Airspeed assembled the first two prototypes at the Great
West Road aerodrome, now part of Hcathrow Airport. Five more
were built at Airspeed's Portsmouth works, and they went on to build

700 production models there. By '0 September 194', only nine months
after the specification was issued, G. B. S. Errington test-Aew the first
Horsa at the Great West Road aerodrome.
Airspeed built two Horsa models, the Mark I and the ~[ark I!.
They were similar in external appearance. The Horsa was a highwing monoplane with a large plexiglass nose and a jettisonable tricycle landing gear. The Mark I had a wing span of 88 feet and fuselage length of67 feet. To the top of the fin it stood '9.5 feet high. The
fuselage was circular in cross section, its plywood skin attached to
stout circular wooden ribs. Light \vooden benches ran down each
side, with a three-seat bench across the rear.
The Mark I was originally conceived as a paratrooper transport, to
drop paratroopers over target while under tow, and then be towed
back to friendly territory to land. For the use of paratroopers. it had
two passenger doors, one on either side of the fuselage, which were
widely separated for simultaneous exits and which were designed to be
slid upward to enable paratroopers to jump out or fire guns at attacking aircraft. Other firing points were an aperture in the roof aft of the
main spar and a trap door in the tail. The firing points, however, were
never used in action. The parachutist's static line would be attached
to a short rail just over each parachute-door; the parachutist would
hook his line to this rail on approaching the door just before making
his exit. Supporting arms and supplies were to be dropped in containers and panniers.

Airspeed Horsa, three-view section
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The ~lark I also had a rectangular loading door in the port side
just aft of the nose. This measured 7.8 feet by 5 feet and was hinged at
the bottom edge so that it could be lowered and used as an unloading
ramp. The ramp was rarely used for loading because of its rather
steep angle to the interior of the glider, and also because in loading it
might be damaged and thus ground the glider. For loading vehicles
troops could use troughs (ramps), each 11.8 feet long, in lieu of the
door.
Originally the only vehicles carried with the glidermen were motorcycles, although jeeps could be loaded with difficulty. With the
necessity of manoeuvring hea\'y equipment such as a jeep around the
corner of the cargo door, loading time proved excessively long and
means \. . ere sought to reduce it. Airspeed carried out experiments in
early 1944 to remove the tail by means of a band of cordex explosive
placed along the rib at the cnd of the cargo compartment. On landing, a designated sol dier blew off the rear of the Horsa; the troughs
were then placed from the Ooor of the rear of the compartment to the
ground and vehicles were driven out of the rear of the glider. Although a drastic solution, it worked successfully, and this 'surcinglc\
as it was termed, was used in the .:\ormandy landings. ~leanwhile the
R.A.F. de\·ised a means of making the tail a sepa ratc unit, bolted to
the main fuselage by eight bolts with ingenious quick-release nuts.. \ s
standard equipment, Horsas carried powerful wire cutters. \",'hen the
tail came off to unload equipment in combat, onc of the pilots, or an

airborne trooper, had the responsihilit> of cutting the glider control
cables, leading to the empcnnage control surfaces, with the wire

CUl-

ters. Airspeed modified many H orsas before the :'\ormandy im'asio n
with the quick-release nut system, but the surcingles \\'ere still carried

in those gliders for emergency use. The :\Iark I's without the later
modification were termed 'white' Horsas, those with it were 'red',

The ;\Iark 11 Horsa was designed to resoh'e the inconvenient
problems of loading and unloading hea\"\" equipment inherent in the
Mark I. It had a hinged nose that could be swung open to enable the
loading of jeeps and other heavy equipment. It was realised that the
nose of a glider is particularly vulnerable, in a combat landing, to
damage which might jam the nose door and prevent it from opening,
or otherwise prevent unloading from the front of the cargo compart ment ; so the rear unloading system of the 'red' Horsas was built into

the :\I ark lI's, which became known as 'blue' H orsas .
The Mark 11 carried 28 fully-a rmed troops, a pilot and a co-pilot. In
lieu of an equivalent we ight of men, it could transport two Jeeps
(-i-ton trucks ), a 75 -mm howitzer and a i-ton truck, or an assortment

of other gear or ammunition weighing up to 7,380Ib. The Mark I
carried 250 pounds less.

L
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The Mark II was towed using a 'V' tow-rope with the top ends of
the Y hitched one on each side of the forward edge of the wing; the
rope for the ;\1ark I hitched just forward of the nose wheel. The
normal flying position of the Horsa was immediately behind and
slightly higher than the lug-plane.
I n early models a telephone system provided a means for the tugpilot and the glider-pilot to talk to each other. Telephone conversation terminated when the glider cut away from the aeroplane, to the
disadvantage of the glider pilot. Later in the war the R.A.F. had
radios placed in all H orsas , enabling aeroplane pilots and glider
pilots to communicate with each other even after the glider had
landed.
Despi te its ponderous appearance the Horsa performed ,,·ell. It
towed at a maximum speed of 160 miles per hour. Extra large ' barndoor' flaps permitted a steep angle of descent. At the sa me time they
throttled the speed build -up during glider descent. The Horsa landed
on concrete runways or ploughed fields with almost equal ease. \\'hen
pilots used the enormous flaps and the pneumatic wheel-brakes, the
ungainly craft could be broug ht successfully into surprisingly sma ll
field s.
I n addition lO the ;\Iark I and H, Airspeed built a Horsa bomber
and a powered Horsa for experimental purposes. The former had a
bomb bay built to carry either 2,000. 4-000 or 8.0001b bombs. The
powered glider was fitted with two 373 hp Armstrong-Siddele,'
Cheetah X radial engi nes. A much larger model of the Horsa was also
Technical Data
Glider .Ifodel: Horsa Mark Il

Type: transport glider, also
for paralfoop drops
Crew: pilot, co-pilot
Dimensions
I,

I04SQ

Two i -ton -t x .J. trucks:
or 28 tfOOpS, equipped: or

one CSA

Wing-span: 88ft
\ \ 'ing area:

Loadings

ft

Fuselage

Lenglh: 68ft
Height: 20.3ft
Cargo compartment

Length: 34ft
Width: 7.5ft
Height: 1O.5ft
Weight
Total with cargo: IS,7501b
Empty: 8,3701b
Cargo: 7,3801b

~ 1 3A I

75 mm

howitzer plus one J-ton
+ x ,~ truck plus ammunilion and crew.

Flight performance
Towing speed: 160mph
;\laximum airspeed with
Aaps: roomph

Slalling speed
Flaps up: 58mph
Flaps down: 48mph
Aspect ratio: 7.2
To w-planes: Albemarlc,

Halifax, C-47
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built, but remained in the experimental class with the bomber and
powered versions.
Horsas carried British and American airborne troops into {\orway,

Sicily, l\ormandy, Arnhem, Yugosla\'ia and across the Rhine at
Wesel. They also served in Pal estine, and numbers of them were
shipped to Ind ia and Canada.

Hotspur (Mark I, 11 and Ill)
The Hotspur was the first transport glider produced by the Allies. It
was a graceful craft that, from a design standpoint, was the stepping
stone from the frail, swallow-like sa ilplane to the enormous transport
gliders that were soon to be on the drawing boards. As a maller of
fact, it retained enough of the characteristics of the sailplane to indicate that the aircraft industry had not yet grasped the concept of
what form a transport glider should take or just how to attain the
objecti\T of carrying tons of equipment on glider wing.
The original conception was of an 8-seater glider with a ,·ery long

landing app roach and a glide angle not steeper than t in 24. The craft
was to be used for one flight only to be completely expendable, in
Loading an Airspeed Horsa

other words.

The General Aircraft Company Ltd. got the requirements for the
glider in June 1940. Surprisingly, General was able 10 produce the
first aircraft in little O\'er four months, and the first flight took place
on 5 :\O\'ember 1940.
The H otspur :\lark I had a wing-span of 62 feet. The lOp of the
fuselage could be detached and cast off hy the troops inside, 10 allow
them to jump O\'cr the sides of the boat-shaped bottom half.
The :\Iark Il was a pronounced departure in design from the
~rark I. This change came for two reasons. First, it was determined
that the glider should be used to drop paratroopers. Secondly, 10,,·craft were to take the g lider right into the landing zone at low altitude

J

so the glider would need a steep, fast approac h to land.
Thus the :\lark 11 had a reduced wing-span measuring 46 feet,
16 feet shorter than the :\[ark I. This raised strength factors by fifty
per cent and permitted a twenty per ce nt increase in the gliding angle.
Doors were introduced to enable paratroopers to jump from the
glider.
A Ihird Hotspur, the :\1ark 11 I, was designed for training. The
main difference between the l\lark 11 and III was that the former was
towed from the keel and had an unbraced tailplane, whereas the
latter was towed from the nose and had a braced tailplane.
The Hotspu r models were mid-wing cantilever monoplanes. They
had an oval fuselage of wooden structure with a st ressed plywood skin .
Some Genera l Aircraft Horsas had cordite explosive between the tail and
main !lIselage sec li~n s. After landing (and after passengers were clear of
the glider) the (·ordltc was explooed to sever the srclioJ)s and cna bl r .lJ"llJ1C'--_ __

Pilots sat in tandem, each at his controls. There were two cabins, one

I
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I nlerior of a General Aircraft
HOlspur
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I nlcrior of a General Aircraft
Hotspur looking aft

General Aircraft twin Hotspur, three-view section
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fore and one aft of the wing structure, each widl its own access door.
Access to the pilot's compartment was by a hinged canopy. The
wheels could be jettisoned.
Eighteen :-'lark 1's were built, and 997 ~[ark H 's. Firty Mark ll 's
were connrted into ~lark 1I 1'so Although extensl\'ely used for trallling by the Glider Pilot Regiment, Hotspurs were never used in
combat.

Technical Data
Glider .\Iode!: Hotspur,
~Iark ]I
~)'Pe: transport glider

Crew: pilot
DimeluiorlS

Wing-span: ~5·9ft
\\'ing area: 272Sq ft

Fuselage
Length: 39·7ft
Height: to.8ft

Weight
Total with cargo: 3,63Slb
Empty: t,75,'ilb
Cargo: 1,8801b
Loadings
Seven troops, equipped.

Tou\-planes : Ha\,"ker Hector
or Audaxe

General Aircraft twin H otspur
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Twin Hotspur
This glider was conceived as a method or lifting greater loads, using
components or the Hotspur. It consisted or two Hotspur fuselages,
secured to each other by a special centre section. It was an inno\'ative
design, and more than doubled the effective cargo capacity or the
Hotspur. It cou ld carry the pilot, co-pilot and rourteen glidermen, a
total of sixteen persons, eight in each ruselage. The pilots were in the
port ruse lage, from which they controll ed the glider.
The Twin had a wing-span or 58 feet, a length of 39· 7 reet, and was
10.5 rect high. The wing area was 262 square feet. It weighed 3,025
pounds empty and carried 3,525 pounds. It was towed at 150mph.
ThiS glIder was soon discarded, since, although it transported considerably more than the Hotspur, it had some or the Hotspur's disadvantages; the difficulty of getting out when the glider landed, and
less than desirable cargo capacity. Although in the Twin the cargo
capacity had been increased, motorcycles and light trucks, while
within the weight capacity of the glider, could slili not be loaded
because or the design or the glider.
Only one was built.

JAPANESE TRANSPORT GL IDER S
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Japanese Transport Gliders
In 1937, during the Sino-Japanese War, the Japanese ordered three
test gliders built, the Tachikawa Ki-23 and -2 5, and the Fukada
Ki-24. The Ki-23 was a single-place glider, the others were 2-place
models. The Fukada proved an excellent glider and was produced as
the Hikara-6-I , in a civilian version.
When World War II started, news filtered through to Japan that
transport gliders had been used by the Germans in their invasion of
the West. Based on this information, and their experience with the
Ki-series gliders, the Army launched a transport glider programme.
Work on the first glider began in June 1940, one month after the
German glider assault on Fort Eben Emael in Belgium.
.
The Army designated its series Ku from the word kakku, to ghde.
The Japanese Navy, in a parallel action, launched a glider development programme of its own.

The Army soon accepted it, and produced it as a type 2 transport
glider, KU-I . It carried six to eight equipped troops and a pilot.
The KU-l was succeeded in the series by the KU-2, the major
modification being that the new glider had a transparent nose, a single
boom and a longer fuselage. It did not go into production.
The final development in the series was the KU-3, a model whose
fuselage resembled a wing cross-section. The wing was tapered and
had spoilers. It had accommodation for eight men in the absence of
other cargo. It also did not go into production.
As larger gliders were produced, the KU-I was relegated to training
use. Approximately 100 were produced.

KU-I

The first Japanese glider to be built was the Ku-1. Professor Hiroshi
Sa to, of the Imperial University's engineering school of Kyushu ,
designed the glider, and the Maeda Aircraft Corporation manufactured it.
The first model was a shoulder-wing, twin-boom , twin-fin glider
with a wing-span of over 55 feet. The Corporation completed it in the
summer of 1941 and tested it at the Tachiarai military airfield in
Kyushu on 1 September 1941.
Technical Data
Glider Model: Ku-I , -11 , -1II
Type: transport glider
Crew: pilot, co-pilot
Dimensions

Wing-span: 55f:
Wing area: 324'q ft
Fuselage
Length: 32ft
Weight
Total with cargo: 2,8601b
Empty: 1,5401b
Cargo: 1,3201b

Loadings

Eight troops, equipped.
Flight performance
Maximum towing speed:

80mph
Maximum airspeed:

Ilomph
Aspect ratio: 9.7
Tow-planes: Mitsubishi Ki-51
(Sonia), Ki-30

Macda

KU-I

-I , first Japanese transport glider, three-view section

~--------
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Ku-6
After the Ku- I series the Maeda Aircraft Corporation produced the
Ku-6 , one of the most interesting concepts in aircraft created by any
nation during World War H. The Aeronautical Institute of the Imperial University in Tokyo did the actual design for Maeda. They
designed it to the requirements set forth by the Army's Troop Transport Command.
The Army needed a quick means to move tanks long distances over
the main islands of Japan to resist seaborne invasion. It conceived
the idea that this could be done by equipping the tank with wings,
empennage, and take-off carriage; once landed, the equippage to
make the tank airborne could be rapidly detached to allow the tank
to go into action as a ground vehicle. This is a concept not unlike that
ordered by General 'Rap' Arnold of the U.S. Air Force. (See U.S.
CG4A, pp. 103-13 )
By late 1939 the Japanese Army Air Force Examination Department initiated Special Tank Project Number 3 that took the code
name 'Sora-sha' (air vehicle ). This later became 'Kuro-sha' (black
vehicle ). The Aeronautical Institute of the Imperial University in
Tokyo designed the glider while Maedo Koken Kogyo (Maeda Air
R esearch Industry ) constructed the wing and empennage and
Mitsubishi built the special tank and major structural components
of the fuselage. The Sora-sha became the Ku-6, its glider series
number.
The total weight of the Ku-6 was 7,7 I 21b, of which 6, I 74lb was
attributable to the weight of the light tank. Maeda completed the
prototype in January 1945.
Technical Data

~'Veight

Glider Model: Ku-6
Type: 'winged' air-transportable tank
Crew: pilot, co-pilot
Dimensions:
Wing-span: 72ft
Wing area: 649sq ft

Total with cargo: 7,7 I 2lb
Empty: I,5381b
Cargo: 6, I 74lb
Loadings
I tank

KU-7
The KU-7, code-name 'Buzzard', a lso more popularly known as the
Manazuru (flying crane), was the Japanese Army's most noteworthy
large-sized transport glider. It filled the need for greater tactical and
strategical mobility and striking power for army units, by enabling
the quick movement of tanks and large numbers of troops. Although
the doctrinal reasons for launching into the design and construction
of this large glider were sound, it never went into mass production as
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a glider, and there is no record of its having been used in any operation.
The Kyoto branch of the Kokusai Aircraft Company built the
glider and the Aviation Research Laboratory of Tokyo University
assisted in designing the wing. The wing was tapered and was highly
efficient aerodynamically. The design was based on the Japanese 'B'
series wing section, and was patterned after the very successful Ki-77
Long Range Aircraft.
The glider had twin booms, each surmounted by vertical fins and
connected by an elevator assembly. The fuselage pointed upward at
the rear. In appearance it was very similar to the German Go 242

JAPAN ESE TRANSPORT GLIDERS

glider. It had a tricycle landing gear, consisting of a nose wheel and
two main wheels on eac h side placed in tandem.
Undertaken as a proj ect in late 1942, the glider was first tested in
August 1944. Standard towing aeroplanes for this large craft were the
Nakajima Ki-49-II (HELEN ) or the Mitsubishi Ki-67-I (PEGGY).
Loading was carried out via the rear of the cargo compartment which
had a swinging door made of the rear of the fuselage.
Nine Ku-is were built; testing was not entirely completed when
the war ended. So promising were the glider models, however, that
it was decided to produce a powered version of the glider; this became known as the Ki-IOS aeroplane. Forty Ki-IOS's were built, and
became known as the Ohtori.
Technical Data
Glider Model: KU-7
Type: heavy transport glider
Crew: pilot, co-pilot
Dimensions
Wing-span: 114ft
Wing area: I,288sq ft
Fuselage
Length: 64ft
Cargo compartment
Length: I 7ft
Width: 10ft
Height: 7ft
Weight
Total with cargo: 26,4551b
Empty: Io,ooolb
Cargo: 16,4551 b

Manazuru KU-7 , three view section
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Loadings
8-ton tank, 32 troops,
equipped, or a 7.5 mm
cannon plus 4-ton tractor.
Flight performance
Maximum towing speed:
125mph
Maximum airspeed:
220mph
Aspect ratio: 10.8
Tow-planes: Nakajima Ki 49-11;
Mitsubishi Ki 67-1

Ku-8
In December 1941 a Ki-S9 (THERESA) transport aeroplane was
modified to transform it into a glider. The modifications were not
extensive. They consisted primarily in removing the two engines,
converting the undercarriage into one that could be dropped , and
adding skids to the bottom of the fuselage. The new aircraft became
the Ku-8-I experimental glider. It carried eighteen equipped troops.
Later this model was drastically modified to effect an almost complete
redesign of the original. The wing shape was changed as well as the
fuselage.
In April 1943 this new version entered production as the largesized transport glider, the Ku-8-II, or Gander. It was built at the
Hiratsuka plant of the Kokusai Koku Aircraft Company, and accepted
after a round trip flight between Fussa and Okinawa in August.

JAPANESE TRANSPORT GLIDERS

Manazuru KU-7. Note the similarities to the German Gotha Go
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242

Twin engined KI-105 (powered Manazuru KU-7 glider)

Kokusai Ku-8-II , three-yiew section

The wing was 76 feet long and constructed with two main spars .
Plywood covered the wing forward of the lead spar, and the whole
wing was covered with fabric. One of the most unconventional features of this glider and one that makes it unique among all aircraft is
that its spoilers were separate; four-foot-long wings set a foot above
the main wing on either side of the fuselage and along the wings'
trailing edge. To reduce lift, the spoilers could be rotated as much as
ninety degrees from the horizontal. The fuselage was of welded
tubular steel. The nose was of plexiglass and had no framework structure that would obstruct the pilot's ability to see the tow-rope and
tow-plane.

Kokusai Ku-8-II and (below ) with spoilers
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The glider had dual controls, and a unique arrangement whereby
the pilot had a wheel control, the co-pilot a stick . The length of the
glider was 45 feet. I t had landing wheels that could be dropped,
enabling the glider to land on skids. Tie-down devices were part of
the floor structure; vehicles and other gear could be lashed to these
devices to prevent them from shifting in flight. The nose of the fuselage opened sideways to permit cargo to be loaded .
The Ku -8-II was towed by a Mitsubishi Ki-'2 I (SALLY) heavy
bomber. In tests, wings began to flutter at speeds greater than '2'25
miles per hour; pilots took the view that the glider was a clumsy aircraft, difficult to handle.
However, one reliable report indicates the Japanese Army had
700 Ku-8's built. A number of Ku-8's were found by American forces
at Nichols Field near Manila on the island of Luzon in the Philippines
after the Japanese surrendered.
Technical Data
Glider Model: Ku-8-II
Type: Transport glider
Crew: pilot, co-pilot

Weight
Total with cargo: 7,7oolb
Empty: 3,7501b
Dimensions
Cargo: 3,9501b
Loadings
Wing-span: 76ft
Eighteen troops, equipped,
Wing area: 544sq ft
Fuselage
miscellaneous cargo, or one
small mountain artillery
Length: 45ft
piece.
Cargo compartment
Length: lOft
Flight performance
NIaximum airspeed:
Width: 6.3ft
Height: 5.6ft
15 0m ph
Towing speed: 120mph
Tow-planes: Mitsubishi-21-II, Ki-57-II, Ki-67-1
KU-II

There is very little information available about the Ku- I I. The
Nihon Small Plane Manufacturing Company produced it as an
experimental glider, and it became known as the Nihon Kogata
Army Experimental Transport Glider Ku - I I. Mr. Miyahara designed
it.
Technical Data
Glider Model: Ku-II
Type: Transport glider
Crew: pilot, co-pilot

Dimensions
Wing-span: 60ft
Wing area: 475sq ft
ihon Kogata Ku- I

I,

three-view section

Weight
Total with cargo: 5,4oo1b
Empty: 2,8oolb
Cargo: 2,6oolb
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Japanese :"Iavy Kugisho MXY 5

Japanese Navy Kugisho MXY 5, three-view section
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It was a high-wing transport glider intended for landing troops at

FIVE ______________________________

strategic locations to counter enemy in\'asion efforts. It carried twelve

fully equipped troops.
The KU-I I was to have been built in small subcontracting wood\\'orking shops. It neYcr went into production because the army was
indecisivc about its use and suspended funher dewlopments.

MXY5, MXY5a
During August 1941 the Japanese :-.Iavy ordered its Experimental
Aeronautics Board to produce a towed glider transport for airborne
forces. The specifications required that it should carry a pilot and copilot and eleven troops, that it should be towable by either a \'litsubishi G3M I:-.Iell ) or a G4\[ Belly) bomber, and that it should be
capable of becoming airborne under tow in a distance of 2,700 feet.
Another specification was that either of the tow cralt should be able
to tow two gliders.
The Japan Aircraft Corporation built the \[XY5, with \lr Yamamoto. a ci"i1 engineer. as its chief designer. The glider incorporated
the most ad"anced ideas in aircraft design, and employed the latest
techniques in manufacturing and metallurgy.
The result was an exceptionally fine aircraft. The wing was a high
cantilever, a tapered design 59.+ reet long. The main wing spar was or
duraluminium. The wings had flaps and spoilers. The ribs "TIT of
\vood, and the whole wing was covered with plywood, with cloth o\'er
the plywood. The fuselage had a tubular steel framework and was also
covered with plywood and ""bric.
There were dual controls, droppable landing wheels, and a single
skid running from the nose to midpoint on the boltom of the fuselage.
The wheels were retractable and were retracted when the glider was
used for training. They cou ld be dropped after take-off when the
glider was on an operational mission.
The glider was tested in 1942 at the Kasumiga-Ura Air Base, a
naval training centre north-cast of Tokyo and passed all tests successfully. Between 1942 and July 19+5 the :\'a,'Y had nine \lXYS's and
three MXY5a 's built. The glider was never used operationally.
I

Technical Data
Glider .lIodel: ~rXY 5, 5A
Tjpe: transport glider
Crew: pilot, ('o-pilot

Dimensions

Wing-span: 59.4ft
\'Ving area: 475sq fl
Fuselage

Length: 43ft

We(~"1

Total with cargo: 5,9401b
Empty: 3,5301b
Cargo: '2,'2 .~olb
Loadings

pounds of cargo, or
troops, equip ped .

2,240
I I

Tow-planes:

or

AG4~1

~ Iitsubishi G3~1

The United States Glider
Programme
In February 1941 the U.S. Army Air Corps found that ' In view of
certain information recei ved from abroad .. .' a study should be
initiated on developing a glider that cou ld be towed by aircraft.
General Henry H. ' Hap' Arnold, Chief of the Army Air Corps,
directed the initiation of this study on 25 February, and requested
that by I April 1941 his staff should prepare a statement recommending the desirable characteristics of a military transport glider.
Arnold was the first American military leader to demonstrate
interest in the possible worth of a transport glider as a military
weapon. Shortly thereafter the United States set a breathtaking pace
in glider deyelopment and procurement, in\'oking countless com panies in design and construction. Specialised aircraft companies,
furniture factories, piano companies, a casket maker and even a
pickle company entered into the massi"e effort.
Almost 16,000 transport and training gliders were produced for the
military scn'ices, 13,909 of these were CG -4A 's; there were more
CG-4a's manufactured during the war than any other single model of
aeroplane except for the B-2+ hea"r bomber, the P-47 and the P-51.
The procurement of all gliders involved twenLy-three companies in
ten states in the dcyclopment of experimental models; it inyolvcd
twenty-two companies in fourteen states in eleven production models.
In the effort , almost 500 million dollars was expended. a considerable
amount for the 19405.
The AAF shipped 5,991 CG-4A's, 87 CG-15A's and 81 CG-13A's
to the European theatre of operations. It sent 2,303 CG-4A's to the
Mediterranean and six to China-Burma-India from the United
States, additional numbers later being shipped there from other
theatres. Air Force units in the South Pacific received 504 CG-4A's
and five YCG-13A's and Great Britain 740 CG-4A's and six CG13A's, making a grand total of 9,723 U.S. glid ers sh ipped o,'erseas.
Shortly after the programme began, the Army Air Corps (to be
redesignated the Army Air Forces (AAF) on 20 June 1941 and
assume the sta tus of an independent service ) set up a Glider Branc h
in the AAF's Materiei Command at Wright Field near Day ton,
Ohio. This branch became the focal point for the development and
procurement of transport gliders for the AAF. The Materiei Command carried out many research and testing projects at the Clinton
County Army Air Field near Wilmington , Ohio. The AAF's counter-
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part for the development of Navy gliders was the Naval Aircraft
Factory in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
The AAF applied its standard aircraft nomenclature to transport
gliders. As an example, the combination XCG-3 stood for (X )
experimental, (C) cargo, (G ) glider and the (3) for the third new
glider model in the series of glider aircraft being produced. (T ) meant
training, and (B) stood for bomb in the training and bomb gliders
respectively. The (A) in CG-3A meant that this glider was no longer
experimental and had been accepted for production. When the (A)
was changed to (B), as will be found with the CG-4B (see section on
the CG-4A, p. I I I), the (B) indicated a major modification of the
production glider. When a glider went from the experimental to the
production stage and was approved except for minor tests, the (X )
was replaced with a (Y ), thus XCG-13, became YCG-13. By this
production action the AAF enabled companies to manufacture
urgently-needed gliders without awaiting the completion of trials.

ArlDy Air Corps and Air Force Gliders

XCG-l,

Frankfon XCG-I under construction

-2

The Army Air Corps launched a glider development programme in
May 1941 by signing a contract with the Frankfort Sailplane Company, located in Joliet, Illinois that called for Frankfort to build the
XCG-I , an 8-place glider, and the XCG-2, a 15-place glider. The
company was to build static-test and Right-test models of each.
At that time Frankfort was achieving recognised success in the
construction of the XTG-I Frankfort Utility Glider for the g liderpilot training programme, which was just getting under way. Because
the company was a lready committed to the XTG-I , progress on the
design and construction of the XCG-I and -2 moved slowly . [n
December 1941 the company finally brought a static-test model of the
XCG-I to the Army Air Force (AAF) Materiel Command at Wright
Field, Troy, Ohio, for test and e,·aluation. The model failed structural
tests, and the AAF cancelled the XCG-I and -2 contract.
CG-3 A
The AAF meanwhile negotiated for the construction of other experi mental gliders with the Waco Aircraft Company of Troy, Ohio. A
contract, approved inJune 1941 , provided that they would build one
static-test a nd one Right-test model of an 8-place XCG-3 glider, and one
static-test and two Right-test models of a 15-place glider.
The company moved rapidly into design a nd construction of the
wind-tunnel model. By September Waco reported they had completed wind-tunnel tests. By 26 December 1941 they delivered a

lVaco XCG-3
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static-S1ructural-test model and a flight-test model just one month
later. Both models tested sa tisfactorily, a nd in April 1942 the AAF
accepted the XCG-3 as satisfactory for quantity production.
The XCG-3 was a hig h- wing monoplane with strut braces, wooden
wings and empennage constru ction. The fuse lage was a frame of
weld ed stee l tubing cO"ered with fabric. Like most early gliders it
could be fill ed with either of two la nding gears: a sem i-fixed one that
was a ll ac hed a nd used for tra ining and a gear which could be
detac hed by the pilot from the cockpit afte r Ihe gl ider was airborne.
The laner was available for combat operat ions and airborne manoeu-

vres. Ir the whcels were dropped, th e gli der landed on pl ywood skis
attached to its underside.
The AAF made the decision to go into quantity production of an
enl arged XCG-3 thal wou ld carry nine equipped troops, and designated it the CG-3A. Commonwealth Corporation of Kansas Ci,,·.
;\1i550uri, being awarded the contracl. But within a short time lht'

AAF substantialh- reduced Ihe procurement of the glider. turnin!(
instead to the more suitable XCG-4, which was well under way at

" ·aco. Commonwealth buill 100 CG-3A's before the contract's
termination. The company thrn turned its technical know-how.
gained from the CG-3A experience, to the building of the CG-.. A.
The CG-3A's were shipped to many glider-pi lot training bases in
America, where the gliders wefe extcnSi\Tly Aown in transition phases

of training before the pilots began to Oy the larger and hea"ier CG-+r\.
Technical Data

Glider ,l/ode!: CG-3A
Tjpe: transport-training
glider
Crew: pilot, co- pilot
Diml'flsions
Wing-span: 73ft
\\'ing area: 420sq ft
Fuselage

Length: 48.Sft

freight
TOlal with cargo: 4 ,4oolb
Empt~

: 2,{oolb

Cargo: 2,ooolb

Loadings
Sevcn troops. equipped

Flight performance
.:\I aximum towing speed:
120mph

CG-4A
Th e CG-4A was probably the most awkward -looking glider produced
by the U,S. during the wa r a nd at the same time onc that handled
best. One pilot , accustomed lO the lines of graceful sailplanes, described the CG-4A as a 'ghastly sight! ' An other remarked, '!t's all
rightlO fl y a box car, but why fl y it sideways!'
On the credit side of the ledger, the CG-4A carried a large amount
of ca rgo for its weight and could be Oown sa fel y by pilots lac king
vVa co CG-3A, three-view sect io n

comprehensive training. This latt er ractor was a dec ided advantage
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in the early phases of planning glider operations, when the need for
more than 30,000 trained glider pilots was projected.
Waco delivered the stati c-test model on 28 April '942, a nd on
'4 M ay the Right-test model. So urgent was the need for an acce ptable
transport glider that both were submitted to an accelerated test
schedule. In a significant teSt a plan e towed the XCG-4 from Wrig ht
Field to Chanute Field , Illinois, a distance of 220 miles.
Except for a minor change needed in the rudder and fin , the XCG-4
passed the test phase successfull y, and it was declared acceptable on

100 Waco CG-3As manufactured by the Commonwealth , parked at
Kan sas Ciry airport awaiting shipment to glider pilot training centres

in the C.S.

J
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-

Waco CG-4J\, three-view section
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June >0, 1942. In this aircraft the Air Force found the solution to the
urgent need for a reliable, easily manufactured combat glider.
In etTect, the CG-4A was an enlarged version of the CG-3·
General Harold H. ' Hap' Arnold , wrote in a directive: ' I would like
very much to have a small light jeep constructed, , , to carry two men

and ha\T light armor and guns. This jeep shou ld be designed and
constructed with a \'ie\-v to rltting wings to it so that we can take ofi'

as a glider and drop it as a glider. Having dropped as a glider, it lands
on a field somewhere, sheds its wings and goes around as a jeep.'

Consequently the designers made the fuselage of the CG-+A commodious enough to carry the army's 1-ton truck, To permit the truck
to enter the glider, they conceived an unique design whereby the
entire nosf', containing the pilots' seats and controls, was hinged at

the top of the fuselage. The nose could be elevated swung upward.

Cockpit of the \\'aco CG-4A, ~Ole row rope release lever (centre, lC'fl l

thereby creating an opening into which the truck could be dri\'en, To
earry troops, box~like plywood three-man passenger seats were added,
t\\'o on each side of the cargo area,
As other f'xperimental gliders showed little promise of supplying an

acceptable I)-place glider, the AAF entered into mass production of
the CG- tA. EIC\'en companies were awarded contracts for a lOtal of
640 of these gliders.
The CG~+A \\'as a strut -braced , high-wing- monoplanl\ which
could carry more than its own empty weight. The \\7ing-s, t\\"O spars
and ribs were made of \\ood" tht" surfacc a thin shcet of ply,,'ood
co\'erccl \\'ith fahric, The eln'ators \\'l"re fahric-co\-f'red only, 'The

wings had elliptical tips and little or no dihedral.
The fuselage was a welded steel tube frame covf'rcci with fabric.
The floor was honf'ycomb plywood, a fabricating technique that g-aH"
strength and rigidity \\'ith little weight. The pi) wood structure \\"as

reinforced under the margins of the Ooor that borc the load of the
i-ton truck wheels, As simpl y constructed as it appeared, nonetheless

it had o\'er

70,000

parts. Before the last CG-4A came off the produc-

tion line its original design had been altered more than 7,000 times,
\V aco designed a unique system to allo\. .· the jeep [Q go into anion

quickly, using the \'ehick to raise the nose of the glider. After the
jeep had been loaded into the glider, a cable was hitched to the pintle
of the jeep. When the glider had land~d and come to a halt, or evcn
while yet airborne, the driver of th e jeep started its motor, Glidermcn

cut or untied lashings holding the whicle in place. The glider pilots
hastil) got out of the nose. The driwr then drow slowly forward. ,\ s
he did this, the cable pulled the nose up. The \Thick's wheels pushed
the ramps, causing thern to fall forward to the ground so the "chide

could drive out of the glider. When the nose had been raised full) it
automatically locked, and when the jeep had dri\'en a fl'w more feet,
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\\'aco CG-4f\, brake parachute released , coming in for a landing

\"'aco CG-4f\ glider with Ludington-Griswold nose modification to give
pilots added protection. Of the "VacDs that Aew in the Holland invasion,
700 had this modification , which saved many li ves particularly in those
fields in which the Germans had erecled anti-glider posts (Rammcl 's
asparagus )
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the cable automatically unhitched from the pintle ai' the jeep. The
total procedure took but a few seconds to accomplish,
Early models of the CG-..;'\. took off on wheds which were jettisoned abo,'e the take-off field, to be recowred later, The) landed on
plywood skids,
The CG-.. A had dual wheel controls, placed sick by side, I t could
be trimmed in respect to all three axes with three separa te trim tab
controls located above and between the pilots' seats. Instrumen ts included the air-speed indicalOr! a 'sensiti\'e' altimeter. a bank and turn
indicator, and a rate of climb indicator. These were typical aircraft
instrumcnt5i of that period. They \\"Cre manufactured for use in aircran where engine ,'ibrations kepI gauges !i'om stirking, Since the ..
were not ~ensiti\"(,' enough for the \'ibrationless gliders, wary pilots had
to lap them fi'om time to rime to be certain they were registerinK
accu ra le Iy,
Later models had a two-way radio to cnable the pilot [0 talk to his
tow-pilot. L ntil then, glider and plane were connected b .. telephone,
This was unsatisfactor~, for the tel(,phone wire, which was wrapped
around (he lOw rope. \,'as oftf"n bruised una\'oidably or sc\"(-rcd,
On '3 1\la)' '942 the Material Command at \\'right Field signed a
contract with the Timm Aircran Company of Los Angeles for the
construction of a pln\ ood fuseIa~e 1'01' one CG-IA glider, thus insuring a satisfactory all-wood design for the CG-4 fuselage in the e'Tnt of
a shortagc ofstee! tubing. In April '9 .. 3 Timm deli\'tTed the XCG-+B
containing a wooden fuselage. In extcrnal appearance the glider was

\\'aco CG-+A in rigid tow behind a Douglas C-47

Technical Data
Glider ,Ifodel: CC-fA
7)'pe: transport ~Iider
Crelf.': pilol. co-pilot

Dimensio1ls
\\'inR-span: 83,6ft
\\'ing area: 85:2sq ft
Fuselage

Length: 48ft
H eight: 7'3ft

Cargo compartlllent
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Waco CG-4J\ drops take-on' wheels, It will land on skids. Early CG-4As
landed on skids on ly, Laler all CG-4As used wheels for landing gear

•

~1

~

7,~ft

Weight

Total with cargo: 7!5001b
Empty: 3,440Ib
Cargo: j,060lb

I~O(ldiflgj

!-lon + x ~ truck
wilh radio, drin''[. radio

One

operator

and onc other
or onc ~1 3A 1
I:) mm howitzer plus crew
of three; or 13 troops.
equipped.
Fl(l!,ht performance
\laximul11 lowing speed:
I:wmph
Stalling speed: 50mph
Aspect ratio: 8.21
Tow-plo"t.\: C-47; C-+6; C-54:
A- 25; B-25; P-38
~o ldier ;

A rare photograph of a Waco CG-4A glider 'mock-up' in a glider and
transport mock-up training area. To save the CG-4As wear and tear
in the ground phases of airborne training, hundreds of wooden mockups were constructed in wooded areas and fields adjacent to airborne
divisions. Troops practised loading and lashing i-ton trucks, artillery
and other equipment and ammunition in them. Note the Curtis Commando C-46 mock-up in the background
Water landing a Waco CG-4A at Laurinburg-Maxton Air Base, North
Carolina, to test it in water landings and also to determine its floatability,
one of the many tests made with this glider to duplicate divers landing
situations
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exactly like the CG-4A. It performed sa tisfactorily, but no need ever
arose to place it in productIOn.
,
I
11
09 CG-4A's were produced- enough to meet all operation:t n~:cf;9The Ford :\[otor Company turned out 4,19 0 , wh ile th~
Northwestern Company

or

YIinnea,pohs, ?\ill1l1cSOla, the seeon cl

largest producer, built 1,509 gliders. Ihe cost of a CG-4 A average

$18,800.
d rd
(PG ) XPG I 2
The AAF built five models of pow ere g' ers
.'
- , - ,
One
each
of
the
experImental
models
PG-3
-2A ancI t h c PG - 2 A an d X
.
was built , and ten PG- 2A's.

1

.
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XCG-5
The XCG-5 was developed to serve as a model in the investigation of
the effect of light wing loading characteristics. The AAF gave the job
to the St. Louis Aircraft Corporation in]une 1941, specifying that two
glider models should be developed. One was the 8-place XCG-5; the
other a 15-place XCG-6.
Early in 1942 the company delivered a static-test model of the
XCG-5 to the Materiel Command. Structural tests showed a serious
failure at ninety per cent load. Tests on the flight-test model, delivered in October 1942, proved no more successful. Testers found unsatisfactory balance that wou ld have required a complete redesign of
the glider if developmelIt was to be continued. The AAF decided not
to ask the company to undertake the task and terminated the contract. Subsequently, the XCG-6 was also cancelled.
No technical details arc available .

• l •

XCG-7, -8
To encourage more companies to develop gliders, the AAF awarded a
contract to Bowlus Sailplanes, Inc. , Los Angeles, California, for two
each of an 8-place glider to be known as the XCG-7, and a Is-place
glider, to be known as the XCG-8.
The XCG-7 was delivered to Wright Field, where the Materiel
Command subjected it to tests during February '942. It failed the
structural test. After repairs, the glider again failed tests.
The company encountered serious problems in producing the
larger XCG-8 and prevailed upon the Douglas Aircraft Corporation
to render assistance in the project. Despite Douglas's intervention and

the enthusiastic endorsement of Or Wolfgang Klemperer, the former
German sailplane and glider designer and pilot (then a Douglas aeronautical engineer) Bowlus made no appreciable progress towards
acceptance of the XCG-8 as a production glider. Tt, too, proved faulty
in tests.

St Louis XCG-5. three-view section

The AAF finally concluded that the XCG-7 had proved of ' limited
military utility', that the XCG-8 had failed during structural tests,
and that there would consequently be no procurement of any Bowlus
gliders .
Both gliders were of wood and fabric construction and had a
designed towing speed of 120 miles per hour. The XCG-7 was to
weigh 5,0001b without load, the XCG-8, 7,450Ib.
The XCG-7 flight test-model, which had handled well according
to some reports, was sent to the High Voltage Laboratory of the
~ational Bureau of Standards for use in tests in protecting wooden
aircraft from lightning. The XCG-8 flight-model was destroyed in a
storm at Wilmington, Ohio, in]une 1943.
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Technical Data

Weight
Total with cargo: 7,ooolb
I I,0501b
Empty: 5,ooolb 7,4501b
Cargo: 2,ooolb 3,6oolb
Loadings
XCG-7: 7 troops equipped
XCG-8: 13 troops equipped.
Flight performance
Maximum towing speed:
120mph

Glider Model: XCG-7, CXG-8
Type: transport glider
Crew: pilot, co-pilot
Dimensions
Wing-span: 80ft 90ft
Wing area: 600sq ft
880sq ft
Fuselage
Length: 36ft 45ft

I

Bowlus XCG-7, three-view section

I
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YCG-IOA
Late in 1941 Colonel Frederick R. Dent, Jr., head of the Glider
Branch at the Materiel Command, who had just returned from a visit
to England to observe Britain's glider activities, expressed the opinion
that America must build gliders that could carry substantially more
than the CG-4A. If the five U .S. airborne divisions then being
organised were to be adequately supplied, they needed gliders that
could transport trucks larger than the i-ton jeep and also large
calibre artillery pieces, heavy tonnages of ammunition, and other
bulky supplies and equipment.
With this objective in mind the AAF awarded a contract to the
Laister Kauffman Aircraft Corporation of St. Louis, Missouri, in
April 1942, for the XCG- 10, a 3o-place glider. Three were to be
built, constructed from wood so far as was practical.
In October the company delivered a static-test model to Wright
Field. (By then Waco had made substantial progress on the large
XCG- 13, a glider with characteristics comparable to those specified
for the XCG-IO. )
When the Waco XCG-13 was approved for production, the AAF
dropped work on the XCG-IO and asked Laister Kauffman to
develop a somewhat larger glider, the XCG-IOA. The XCG-IOA
specifications called for a troop/cargo glider that would transport a
combat load of8,000Ib; a gross weight of 15,g80Ib. Its wing-span was
to be 105 feet and the fuselage 68.5 feet in length. Air speed was set
at 150 miles per hour. This was an increase o\'er the 120 miles per hour
established for earlier models, designed to take advantage of faster
C-46 and C-54 tow aeroplanes, which had become available for airborne operations. On 30 April 1944 the company delivered a flightmodel to the Clinton County field. It had the distinction of being the
only large wooden aircraft to pass military testing successfully in
many years.
The XCG-IOA was a high-wing, full cantilever, monoplane glider.
Tail surfaces were supported by a boom attached to the upper rear
portion of the fuselage. It had a tricycle landing gear with a retractable nose wheel. Spoilers on the upper surface of the wing were
operated manually by a lever in the cockpit. Slotted flaps covered one
half of the wing length and were operated hydraulically. The glider
had dual control; the pilots sat side by side. To comply with the
original contract, the entire craft, with the exception of fittings, was
of moulded plywood.
The outstanding feature of the glider was its enormous cargo
compartment, 30 feet long, which extended from the pilot's compartment to about four feet aft of the rear edge of the wing. The exterior
of the cargo section cleared the ground by only 20 inches. It had
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YCG-loA
Late in 1941 Colonel Frederick R. Dent, Jr., head of the Glider
Branch at the Materiel Command, who had just returned from a visit
to England to observe Britain's glider activities, expressed the opinion
that America must build gliders that could carry substantially more
than the CG-4A. If the five U .S. airborne divisions then being
organised were to be adequately supplied, they needed gliders that
could transport trucks larger than the i-ton jeep and also large
calibre artillery pieces, heavy tonnages of ammunition, and other
bulky supplies and equipment.
With this objective in mind the AAF awarded a contract to the
Laister Kauffman Aircraft Corporation of St. Louis, Missouri, in
April 194'2, for the XCG-I0, a 30-place glider. Three were to be
built, constructed from wood so far as was practical.
In October the company delivered a static-test model to Wright
Field. (By then Waco had made substantial progress on the large
XCG-13, a glider with characteristics comparable to those specified
for the XCG-IO. )
When the Waco XCG-13 was approved for production, the AAF
dropped work on the XCG-IO and asked Laister Kauffman to
develop a somewhat larger glider, the XCG-IOA. The XCG-IoA
specifications called for a troop/cargo glider that would transport a
combat load of 8,000Ib; a gross weight of I S,980Ib. Its wing-span was
to be IOS feet and the fuselage 68.S feet in length. Air speed was set
at 1So miles per hour. This was an increase over the I '20 miles per hour
established for earlier models, designed to take advantage of faster
C-46 and C-S4 tow aeroplanes, which had become available for airborne operations. On 30 April 1944 the company delivered a flightmodel to the Clinton County field. It had the distinction of being the
only large wooden aircraft to pass military testing successfully in
many years .
The XCG-IoA was a high-wing, full cantilever, monoplane glider.
Tail surfaces were supported by a boom attached to the upper rear
portion of the fuselage. It had a tricycle landing gear with a retractable nose wheel. Spoilers on the upper surface of the wing were
operated manually by a lever in the cockpit. Slotted flaps covered one
half of the wing length and were operated hydraulically. The glider
had dual control; the pilots sat side by side . To comply with the
original contract, the entire craft, with the exception of fittings, was
of mould ed plywood.
The outstanding feature of the glider was its enormous cargo
compartment, 30 feet long, which extended from the pilot's compartment to about four feet aft of the rear edge of the wing. The exterior
of the cargo section cleared the ground by only '20 inches. It had
Bowlus XCG-7, showing nose detail
Bowlus XCG-8
Design concept of the AGA XCG-g. (Note the similarity to the U .S.
Navy's forty-percent scale flight model of its AGA float plane, p. 15 1 )

I
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Snead XCG-I 1 wind-tunnel test model

clamshell doors and a ramp that could be lowered at the rear of the
compartment to load a 2!-ton truck.
Large though the glider was, it proved suitable for 'snatch' pickups. These were in fact accomplished by the B-17 bomber and the
C-54 transport airplane.
There was pressure for the production of large gliders as quickly as
possible. Thus, although the XCG- lOA had not been accepted as a
standard piece of equipment, the AAF negotiated a production contract with Laister Kauffman in August 1942 for ten YCG-IOA's, the
designation of the production model, which the company built by
1945·
In early 1945, William S. Knudsen, head of the War Production
Board , asked Mr Jack Laister to Washington. There he grilled Mr
Laister on technical details and operational characteristics of the
company's glider as well as its production qualifications. Concluding
the conference, Mr Knudsen stated he was entirely satisfied with the
YCG- I 0 programme.
Shortly afterwards, the company received instructions to gear up
for the production of 1,000 CG- 1oAs. These gliders were to participate
in the invasion of Japan. To be built in St Louis, they were to then
be shipped by barge down the Mississippi and at New Orleans loaded
on freighters and shipped via the Panama Canal to islands in the
Pacific to be readied for the assaul t.
This programme was not immediately terminated when the war
against Japan ended as were other glider contracts, a testimony to the
confidence the AAF had in the company and the transport. Manufacturing continued into '946 before the contract was closed.
Technical Data

Glider Model: XCG-IOA, YCG-IoA
Type: transport glider
Crew: pilot, co-pilot
Dimensions
Wing-span: 105ft
Wing area: I 180sq ft
Fuselage
Length: 67ft
Height: 26 .3ft
Cargo compartment
Length: 30ft
Width: 8.5ft
Height: 6.7ft
Weight
Total with cargo: 23,0001b
Empty: 12,1501b
Cargo: IO,8501b

Read-York, XCG-I'2 wind-tunnel test model
:

12 3

Loadings
2t-ton truck; two 105 mm
howitzers (M2 ) ; one MI,
155 mm Howitzer; one M2
howitzer and a i-ton 4 x 4
truck; or 40 troops, equipped.
Flight performance
Maximum airspeed:
180mph
Maximum airspeed with
flaps: 140mph
Stalling speed
Flaps up: 75mph
Flaps down: 70mph
Aspect ratio: 8.15
Tow-planes: C-47; C-46 ; C-54

&
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CG- 1 3 A
Because of the success of the Waco Company with the CG-4A the
AAF decided to apply Waco's experience to designing and developing
a glider of larger capacity. As a result, on 23 September 1942 they
were asked to develop the XCG- I 3, a 30-place transport glider with
a towing speed of 175 miles per hour at 12,000 feet altitude, a gross
weight of 15,000 pounds and a useful military load of 8,000lb.
Testing began in March of the first XCG- I3 prototype, at Wright
Field . The glider passed preliminary tests successfully, with a few
modifica tions.

,.

Waco CG-I3A, three-view section

Loading a tracked weaponscarrier in a CG- I 3A
THE UNITED STATES GLIDER PROGRAMME
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On 7 July, after a tornado had wrecked the second Right-test
model, a static-test model was tested and approved. By the end of the
summer of 1943 the AAF had the first large glider ready [or production. Since actual production orders went out before tests were completed, the early production models were designated the YCG- I 3A.
Later in full production the glider became the CG-I3A.
The fuselage framework was made of welded steel tu bing covered
with fabric. Wings were of wood and externally braced. Flaps were
hydraulically operated. Like that of the CG-4A, the nose of the
CG- I 3A was hinged at the top and could be elevated by means of a
pair of hydraulic actuating cylinders. Ramps were then dropped and
vehicles driven into the interior. It was possible to release four aerial
delivery containers or parapacks through doors at the rear of the
cargo compartment while the glider was in Right. Pilots sat side by
side at dual controls. Despite the size of this glider, it could be picked
up with ease by a tow-craft in the glider-snatch technique developed
midway through the war.
The glider was given a clear approval, and went into production.
Ford produced eighty-fi\'e, Northwestern forty-seven.
Tec hnical Data

Glider )'1odel: CG- I 3A
Loadings
Type: transport glider
One ~12 105 mm howitzer,
Crew: pilot, co-pilot
one i-ton 4 x 4 truck,
Dimensions
ammUnItIOn,
and
gun
Wing-span: 86ft
crew; or one I i-ton 6 x 6
Wing area: 873sq ft
truck ; or 40 troops, equipFuselage
ped.
Length: 54ft
Flight performance
Height: 20ft
.l\laximum airspeed:
Cargo compa rtment
195mph
Length: 24ft
Maximum airspeed with
Width: 7.5ft
flaps: 150mph
Height: 6ft
Towing speed: 135mph
Weight
Stalling speed:
Total with cargo: 18,9001b
Flaps up: 83mph
Empty: 8,7001b
Flaps down: 79mph
Cargo: 10,2001b
Aspect ratio: 8.41
Tow-planes: C-47; C-46 ; C-54, B-17, B-24

XCG- I 4,I-tA
The XCG- 14 was the last of the I5 -place gliders produced by the
AAF. I t was designed and developed to meet new concepts in the
tactical use of gliders. Faster and more powerful tow-planes, such as
the C-54, were being produced and this meant that the slower transport gliders would no longer be suitable for tow by planes such
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as the C-54. Also, some glider proponents in the AAF saw gliders_as
fighter air-support vehicles, ferrymg aircraft components, bUilt m
workshops or other facilities, to be towed by fighters m close suport of fighter bases in theatres of air operations. Th~ Germans were
~Iready doing this, particularly with their Go 242 s. Fmally, one
school of opinion felt a glider was needed that could be towed to a
high-altitude release point beyond the reach of enemy sensors, fOl
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missions requiring great secrecy or a high degree of tactical or
strategic surprise . Such a glider must withstand stresses not expected
of existing gliders.
The glider produced to meet these requirements was the XCG-14.
The AAF negotiated a contract with the Chase Aircraft Company of
New York on 30 October 1943. The Russian-born engineer and
architect Michael Stroukoff, builder of railroads, bridges and theatres
and part owner of Chase, designed the XCG-14, applying his knowledge of hydrodynamics to the problem of obtaining the highest performance from a wing. The result was a surprisingly good glider with
a high, full cantilever wing and such a high aspect ratio as had not
been recorded up to then in the files of the V.S . National Advisory
Committee on Aeronautics, the repository for all airfoil design.
The XCG-14 was built in the loft of an old building in lower Manhattan, then disassembled, moved out in sections to a garage in the
Bronx near Bailey Avenue, and there reassembled.
Technical Data

Glider Model .s) : XCG-14,
XCG-I4A
Type: high-speed transport
glider
Crew; pilot, co-pilot

Dimeusions

Wing-span: 71.8ft, 86.25ft
Wing area: 507sq ft,
706'5sq ft
Fuse lage

Length: 42.8ft, 55ft
Height (approx. ) : 6.8ft
Cargo com partment

Length: 24ft, 38ft
Width: 5.5ft
Height: 5.8ft
Tow-planes : P-38 or other fighter
aircraft

Chase XCG-14, three-view sect.ion

Weight
Total with cargo 7,6051b
'5,000

Empty: 3,237Ib, 7,500
Cargo: 4,368Ib, 8,000
Loadings
One i-Ion 4 x 4 truck
plus

M3A1

three

soldiers;

one

75 mm howitzer

plus crew or

IS

troops,

equipped; or 24 troops,

equipped
Flight performance
lVIaximum towing speed:

170mph
Stalling speed
Flaps down: 60mph
Aspect ralio: 10.18

The XCG-14 had a maximum designed airspeed of 200 miles per
hour. The fuselage had a natural marine plywood skin and was wood
braced, as were the wing and tail. Its rich, polished mahogany surface
made it a superb product of the wood-worker's art, but it was soon
painted over with aluminium paint. The rear part of the fuselage
pivoted upward about a horizontal hinge, to provide access to the
cargo compartment, The glider had a fixed main landing gear,
retractable nose, manually-operated wing flaps, and dual control. It
had a large plexiglass 'greenhouse' nose, giving an unexcelled field of
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VISIOn to the pilots, (although it was later found that some pilots experienced optical distortion, a result of light rays being bent by the
moulded glass).
The second, modified, model was designated the XCG-14A. It will
be noted in the photograph, that although the wing was the same,
other alterations were substantial, such as the increase in the number
of passengers from fourteen to twenty-four fully-equipped troops. The
moulded glass was replaced by flat glass panels, and the cargo compartment was made more commodious. The tail in the XCG-14A was
also raised to permit the cargo compartment to be opened for loading
purposes.
Both models of the glider proved satisfactory in tests. The XCG-14A
was at one time towed at 275 miles pcr hour by a Republic P-47
Thunderbolt ) fighter. These two gliders and other gliders produced
by Chase came to be known as ·A\·itrucs'.
CG- I 5 A
By the aUlumn of 1943 enough data had been collected to indicale
that it was now time either to make major modifications in the
successful CG-4A, or to launch into the design and development of a
new glider with comparable cargo capacity but "'ith beller Aying
characteristics. Thousands ofCG-4A's had flown in training, manoeuvres and operations, towed by many different planes and in a \·ariety
of weather conditions. In preparation for airborne operations in the
~lcditerranean theatre, and for the cross-channel inYasion, a build-up
or glider forces was uncler \"ay in Africa and in England. The decision
was now made to build a new glider, the XCG-15, incorporating the
needed changes.
:--lajor Floyd Sweet, a design and de\Tlopmclll engineer and chief
test pilot who had become head of the Glider Branch when Colonel
Dent \-vas assigned to a bomber command oyerseas, became project
engineer for Ihe XCG-15. Conferring with Frallcis Acier, the chief
aeronautical engineer of Waco (who had been instrumental in the
design of the CG-4A ), Sweet soon madc a fcw, but important, modifications to the CG-4A design to produce onc for the XCG-15, which
was not markedly different from the CG -4A in basic design. Consequently, the transition to the XCG-15 by companies already producing the CG-4A was relatively simple to accomplish.
On 14 October 1943 Waco changed to construction oflhe CG-15A.
The new glider had a forty per cent shorter wing-span than the
CG-4A; its most distinguishing characteristic. Other differences included the addition of flaps and new ailerons, crash protection for
passengers and crew, a somewhat higher towing speed, improved
landing gear, and beller visibility for the pilot. Although the glider

- ~--

Chase XCG-14

\

Chase XCG-I¥
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was 400lb heavier than the CG-4A, it carried some 500lb more in
men or cargo. Because the CG- 1 5 had Raps, whereas the CG-4A did
not, it had a higher sink rate when the Raps were used.
Three months after the contract for production gliders was signed,
the first of the CG-15A's was delivered to Wright Field.
Technical Data
Glider Model: CG-15A
Type: transport glider
Crew: pilot, co-pilot
Dimensions

Wing-span: 62.lft
Wing area: 623sq ft
Fuselage
Length: 48.8f[
Height: 12.7ft
Cargo compartmen t

Length: 13. I ft
Width: 5.9ft
Height: 5.5ft
W'ight
Total with cargo: 8,ooolb
Empty: 4,ooolb
Cargo: 4,00olb

Waco CG-15A, three-view section

Loadings
One t-ton 4 x 4 truck,
driver and two other soldiers; one ~I3AI 105 mm
howitzer with crew; or ' 3
troops, equipped.
Flight performance
Maximum airspeed:
180mph
Maximum airspeed with
flaps: loomph
Stalling speed
Flaps up: 62mph
Flaps down: 53mph
Aspect ratio: 6.21
Tow-planes: C-47; C-46; C-54;
A-25; B- 25; P-38

XCG-16
The XCG-16 was an interesting departure from the single-fuselage
design which had been common to American gliders. It a lso introduced the twin boom. In it the [rend towards better aerodynamic
characteristics for transport gliders could be seen that was to reach its
apogee in the XG-20, a post-war development. It is worth noting that
the XCG-16 had some of the same aerodynamic design elements as
the German Mammut.
The story of its development is extraordinary . [n February 1942
William H awley Bowlus of Bowlus Sailplanes began the design and
construction of a Rying wing glider. A half-size prototype of the glider
was completed later that year, a nd in October, Mr. Bowlus and an
associate, Mr. Albert Criz, began a campaign to secure a government
contract. They organized the Airborne Transport Company in Los
Angeles, California, which finally became the General Airborne
Transport Company.
An inspection of Airborne Transport's facilities, disclosed that the
'factory' was a small store building formerly used as a dry cleaning
shop; just large enough for the ha lf-sized glider they had constructed
to be fitted into the building sideways.
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Next, the Company launched into the construction of a full-scale
model, looking for support in Washington. They were stimulated by
self deception, or possible political support, into the belief that a contract for 1,000 of their gliders was in the offing.
After completing the glider, Airborne Transport Company offered
it to Wright Field for test and evaluation. Meanwhile the company
conducted its own tests. On I I September 1943 Richard duPont,

j
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General Airborne XCG-I6, three-view section
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the glider specialist on the staff of the Chief of Staff of the Air Force,
and Colonel Ernest Gabel of the same office were killed when the
MC-I crashed at March Field, California. Mr. Bowlus, without
authority from military officials, had arranged for a test flight. The
glider took off with some passengers, and loaded with bags of lead
shot or sand to bring the load up to capacity. Unfortunately no one
had the forethought to lash in the dead weight bags, and they shifted
in the turbulence. The glider began 'porpoising', endangering the towplane. The tow-plane's pilot cut the MC- 1 loose. By this time the
glider was so off balance that it was uncontrollable, and went into a
dive. Mr Bowlus and one other passenger managed to parachute to
safety. All others were killed.
This tragedy did not deter the company, and a contract was
approved on 13 November. They finally delivered one glider, some
six months later than promised and at three times the original cost
estimate. This glider became the XCG- 16.

Unloading the General Airborne XCG- I 6

Technical Data

Glider Model: XCG-16
Type: transport glider
Crew : pilot, co-pilot
Dimensions
Wing-span: 9 1.8ft
Wing area: 1140sq ft
Fuselage
Length: 48.3ft
Height: 18.3ft
Cargo compartment
Length: 15ft
Width: 7ft
Height: 5ft
Weight
Total with cargo: 19,580lb
Empty: 9,50olb
Cargo: 1O,080lb

Loadings
Two M2 105 mm howitzers ; or one M2 105 mm
howitzer, and one i-ton
4 x 4 truck with gun crew ;
or 42 troops, equipped.
Flight performance
Maximum airspeed:
220mph
Maximum airspeed with
flaps: 120mph
Stalling speed
Flaps up: 62mph
Flaps down: 58mph
Aspect ratio: 7.4
Tow-planes: C-47, C-46, C-60

It was a high wing, cantilever monoplane with twin booms to support the empennage. Unique from an aerodynamic standpoint was
the airfoil-shaped fuselage between the booms, looking much like the
Brunelli aeroplane introduced in the early 1930s. The front of the
wing on each side of the loading nacelle opened like a jaw, the top
swinging about horizontal hinges along the leading edge of the airfoil,
the bottom swinging on hinges on the bottom of the fuselage to rest on
the ground and form a loading ramp. The glider had dual control
and the pilots sat in tandem. Landing gear was retractable. The outer

A rare photograph of two Douglas C-47s in tandem towing an XCG- I 7,
the glider counterpart of the Douglas C-47 , in experimental towing tests
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wing panels had slotted wing-flaps, and the centre section or the ruselage also had a split flap. The flaps were actuated by electrical power.
The glider was constructed largely or plywood; movable surraces, such
as flaps, were cO"ered with rabric. Because the cargo area tapered to
zero at the rear, the seats at the rear or the ruselage allowed little headroom ror passengers.
The glider was tested at the Clinton Army Air Field and at Orlando,
Florida, by the AAF Board. It concluded that the glider had inadequate crash protection, unsatisfactory loading ramps, insufficient
personnel exits, awkward location of Right equipment, critical lateral
loading and restricted pilot visibility. The contract was terminated on
30th November 1944.

XCG- I 7
The XCG- 17 represents one or the later, although certainly more
innovative developments in wartime gliders. It arose rrom need.
In the rail or 1944 the AAF was raced with the problem ordelivering
large quantities or supplies rrom India to China. This meant flying
over the so-called 'hump' in Burma. Since sufficient cargo planes were
not available ror the task, it was proposed that transport gliders might
be used to improve the supply situation, and glider development
took a unique turn. The AAF decided to see irthe C-47 aeroplane, the
reliable workhorse of the military and civilian transport services,
could be saddled with yet another task.
With reasonable modifications it was round possible to produce a
glider version or the C-47 that, towed by a C-54 aeroplane, cou ld
carry up to 15,0001b or cargo.
To attain the maximum cargo capacity, the C-47 was stripped or
radio and navigator's equipment, and the space turned into a part of
the cargo compartment. Bulkheads were removed, creating a space
30.4 reet long. Engines were also removed and the nacelles covered
with spun-aluminium caps. Wing outer panels and the vacant
nacelles were converted into ruel storage tanks to carry ruel as cargo.
By these various actions cargo capacity was ultimately boosted to
15,000 pounds to make the XCG- 17 America's largest cargo-carrying
glider or the war.
The man-hours needed to make the conversion proved surprisingly
rew ror the results achieved, and later tests confirmed the reasibility or
converting a C-47 into an efficient cargo glider. It was determined
that the XCG- 17 could be reconverted to a C-47 in equally rew hours.
However, while development and testing were taking place, the
supply situation in the China-Burma-India theatre improved, and
there was no longer a requirement for the conversion of substantial
numbers or C-47's.

XCG-q, three-view section
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Technical Data

Glider Model: X CG- I 7
Type: transport glider
Crew: pilot, co-pilot
Dimensions
Wing-span: 95ft
Wing area: 987sq ft
Fuselage
Length: 63.8ft
Height: 17ft
Cargo compartment
Length: 30.3ft
Width: 8ft
Height: 6ft
Weight
Total with cargo: 26,ooolb
Empty: I I,ooolb
Cargo: 15,ooolb

XCG- I 7 glider, a converted Douglas DC-3

Chase XCG-I8A

Loadings
Three i-ton 4 x 4 trucks
plus drivers; miscellaneous
cargo including fuels; or
27 troops, equipped.
Flight performance
Maximum airspeed:
190mph
Maximum airspeed with
flaps: I 12mph
Stalling speed
Flaps up: 75mph
Flaps down: 66mph
Aspect ratio: 9. 15
Tow-planes: C-54, two C-47's in
tandem tow.

XCG-18A
As the war progressed most of the characteristics for military gliders
became outdated. Moreover, the Deputy Chief of Air Staff declared
that 'all present types of gliders are considered to be obsolescent,
because they deteriorate rapidly and are inflexible in that they can be
used only as gliders'. This set the stage for a new U .S. glider programme; although its full implementation took effect only after the
end of the war.
In the spring of 1945, two new gliders were proposed, one to have a
useful military load of 8,ooolb and a cargo compartment twenty-four
feet long; the second to have a 16,ooolb load capacity with a cargo
compartment thirty feet long. Up to that time the largest gun a U.S.
glider could carry was the 75 mm howitzer, too small a weapon for
expanding airborne needs. The weight of the equipment a glider
could transport was henceforth to be the governing factor, rather than
the number of troops it could carry. Also important in the design of
gliders was to be the stipulation that they could readily be converted
into powered aircraft with the addition of engines.
Chase Aircraft received a contract in January 1946 for the manufacture of the XCG- 18A which although it looked strikingly similar to
the XCG-14A, was much different in that it had an all-metal steelframed fuselage covered by light sheet aluminium. Other features
were an aluminium-covered wing and tail surface, tricycle landing
gear and a retractable nose wheel.
Loading and unloading were accomplished by raising the entire
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tail section, which afforded an opening 7.7 feet high by 6.5 feet in
wid th. I t had a designed top speed of 180 miles per hour.
Because specifications were changed midway in production, the
glider was not completed until 1948. The designer, Mr. Stroukoff,
demonstrated his axiom that to be successful as an aircraft an aeroplane must be a good glider first ; for he added two Wright R-r850
engines and provided the Air Force with a sister ship (the XC- 122 ) to
the XCG-I8A that could both carry cargo and act as a tow-ship.
The reliable XCG-I8A was later transformed into the powered
C-I22.
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Technical Data
Glider Model: XCG-I8A
Type: all-metal transport
glider
Crew: pilot, co-pilot
Dimensions
Wing-span: 7 1.8 ft
Wing area: 507sq ft
Fuselage
Length: 53ft
Cargo compartment
Length : 24ft

Weight
Total with cargo: 22,70olb
Empty: 14,7001b
Cargo: 8,0001b
Loadings
30 troops, eq uipped , or
troops and cargo to a
maximum load of 14,7001h

XCG- I 9

Douglas XCG-19 design concept

Because of the interest of the AAF in the all-metal glider, it det ermined to construct an 8,000 pound metal monocoque glider, essentially
the same design as the XCG- I 8. Whereas in the XCG- I 8 the stress was
taken by the steel-tubing framework, and the sheet aluminum was
used as fairing only, in the XCG-I9 the aluminum covering of the
fuselage was structured to take the stress.
Bell, Douglas and Hughes responded to the solicitations for proposals.
Douglas received the contract in 1946 and by March of 1947 had a
mock up 60 percent complete. However, because of Defense Department budget limitations imposed on the Air Force that year, the
Air Force determined to cancel either the XCG-I8 or the XCG-I9.
Since the former was near completion, the Air Force decided to
cancel the Douglas contract for the XCG- I 9.
The XCG-I9 was considered a light assault cargo glider. It had
an 85-foot wing-span and was 61 feet long. Its cargo compartment
measured 24.7 feet by 7.7 by 6.5. It loaded from the rear with the
cargo doors opening out and down. Its loaded weight was 14,380
pounds and it carried 8,000 pounds of cargo.
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XCG-20
An unusually symmetrical aircraft, the XCG-20 was a high-wing
glider of all-metal monocoque construction, equipped with fullyretractable tricycle landing gear and hydraulically-operated slot flaps.
The hydraulic pump was electrically driven, the power plant supplied
by a petrol-driven auxiliary motor. It met the requirement for a glider
that could carry a useful military load of I6,000Ib. It had a combination door and loading ramp at the rear of the cargo compartment that
provided easy access for loading bulky cargo. I t could seat sixty troops
or accommodate fifty litter-patients.
Chase Aircraft received the contract to manufacture the all-metal
XCG-20 on 2 December 1946.
In the tradition of the XCG-I8A XC-I22, the XCG-20's sister ship
with reciprocating engines was the XC-I23. Surprisingly in 1951 the
glider was equipped with two twin J-47 jet pods 'borrowed' from a
B-47. It was flown in and out of short fields and had a maximum speed
of over 500 miles per hour and became America's first jet transport.
Technical Data

Glider Model: XCG-20
Type: Heavy transport
glider
Grew: pilot, co-pilot, crewchief/mechanic
Dimensions
Wing-span: I 10ft
Wing area: 880sq ft
Fuselage
Length: 77ft
Cargo compartment
Length: 30ft
Width: 12ft
Height: 10ft

Weight
Cargo: 16,0001b
Loadings
60 troops, eq ui pped ; 50
litter-patients; or trucks,
tanks and guns to the load
limit of 16,ooolb.

XFG-I
In October 1943 the AAF wished to test the feasibility of extending

Chase XCG-20

the range of cargo and bombardment aircraft through the use of a
trailing glider carrying fuel. The Cornelius Aircraft Corporation of
Day ton, Ohio developed the glider, which was to test an unusual
aerodynamic configuration that might also be used for a fighter plane.
The glider, decidedly non-conventional in design, had forwardswept wings, and no horizontal tail surface as found in conventional
airplanes. It carried 764 gallons of fuel and had a total loaded weight
of 8,000 pounds. The wings swept forward fifteen degrees at 25 per
cent chord line position. The undercarriage could be jettisoned.
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The Sparton Aircraft Company of Tulsa, Oklahoma, constructed
the glider under a subcontract. Wind tunnel and structural tests were
made during the summer of 1944, and on 11 October of that year the
XFG-I made its first flight test. Later that year a Sparton test pilot
checking for spin recovery was unable to bring the glider out of a spin
and was killed in the ensuing crash.

Chase XCG-20 from which aircraft industry borrowed many design
innovations, which were incorporated into some of America's most
advanced aircraft

--Cornelius XFG-I fuel glider

- --

Cornelius XFG-J fuel glider, three-view section
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Captain Adam J. Stolzenberger took charge of the project of building a quarter-scale, free-flight, radio-controlled model. It was built at
Wright Field and taken to the Naval Air Station at Lakehurst, New
Jersey, where a Navy blimp lifted it to the desired release altitude.
The model was put into a spin and successfully recovered by opening
a safety parachute.
Meanwhile, a new test model XFG-I had been built. The test pilot
spun the glider on the first test, recovering successfully by employing
what he termed 'a critical sequence and trimming of controls'. On the
second test a spin-recovery parachute was used.
The AAF decided that using a spin-recovery parachute with the
XFG- I was the only effective way to recover the glider from a spin. It
was never accepted for production.
Technical Data

Glider Model: XFG-I
Type: fuel glider
Crew: pilot
Dimensions
Wing-span: 54ft
Wing area: 356sq ft

Weight
Total with cargo: 8,ooolb
Empty: 3,3621b
Cargo: 4,6381b
Loadings
764 gallons of fuel

The Navy ProgralDlDe
In April 194 I Captain Marc A. Mitscher, then the Assistant Chief
of the Bureau of Naval Aeronautics, directed the production of a
' personnel and equipment' carrying glider for the Navy. Accordingly
a programme was developed to produce two float-wing gliders that
could land on water. It was hoped that large numbers could be used
in the Pacific theatre of war. One glider was to carry twelve passengers;
a second, a twin-hull model, was to carry twenty-four passengers.
The Marine Corps expressed great enthusiasm for the project. They
foresaw that gliders could prove effective attack transports in their
island-hopping campaigns. The Navy continued the glider production
programme until the end of 1943. Then because of problems encountered in production and uncertainties that were beginning to
develop about the feasibility of using gliders in the Pacific area, the
programme was discontinued.

XLRQ-I *
The Naval Aircraft Factory at Philadelphia negotiated a contract
with the Bristol Aeronautical Corporation of New Haven, Connecticut, for the twelve-man glider. The first static test model was delivered
* X (experimental) ; L (glider ) ; R (transport ) ; the fourth letter designated the
manufacturer, e.g. N (Naval Aircraft factory ).

Navy Bristol XLRQ-I, four view section
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in October 1942 under the designation XLRQ I. After static tests,
controls and instruments were installed and the glider was prepared
for limited test flights. These took place during January 1943. The
J2F-S and the PBY-SA were used as tow-planes.
A flight-test model was delivered on S May 1943. This glider had a
tricycle landing gear and a wheel control system for the pilot. Testing
continued into the latter part of the year.
The XLR Q- I had excellent visi bili ty for passengers and crew. A
transparent panelled plexiglass cover extended from the nose to a
point midway in the fuselage.
Only two gliders were constructed, although at one point in the
early stages, optimistic supporters had talked in terms of producing
12,000 of them. The twin-hull, 24-place model was never built.
Technical Data

Glider Model: XLRQ-r
Type: am phi bious transport
glider
Crew: pilot, co-pilot
Loading: 10 equipped marines
Tow-planes: J2F-S and PBY-SA

XLRA-I,

Dimensions
Wing-span: 7 I ft
Wing area: soosq ft
Fuselage
Length: 43.5ft
Height: 16ft

-2

The Navy contracted with Allied Aviation of Baltimore, Maryland
for XLRA float wing gliders. In configuration and construction, they
were similar to the XLRQ- I, differing primarily in landing gear. The
XLRA-I had a dual centre wheel and wing tip skids. The XLRA-2
had a conventional, two wheel, but jettisonable landing gear.
Each were primarily of wood construction with fuselage and wing
skin of impregnated plywood and a two-step planing hull. Wingspans
were 70.S feet and fuselage lengths 40 feet.
Although the Navy contracted for 100 LRA's, contracts were
cancelled before any but the prototypes were built.

XLRG-I ; XLRH-I
Two contracts were let for 24-place gliders. Prior to letting contracts
for either of these gliders the Navy let a contract to the AGA Aviation
Corporation of Willow Grove, Pennsylvania, for the construction of
a 40 percent scale model of what was later to become the XLRG- I.
In exactly thirty-five days after getting the contract AGA produced
the glider and delivered it to Philadelphia. There the head of the
glider development programme, Captain R. S. Barnaby, U.S. .,
flew the glider successfully on anum ber of test fligh ts.

Navy Bristol XLRQ-I
Navy AGA float glider, forty-percent scale model
Navy Allied XLR -I
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On 23rd December 1941 the Navy awarded a contract to AGA,
later to become G & A Aircraft Inc. , for the construction of the
XLRG-I. This configuration was to be of 'twin-float' design. Each
float was to be designed to carry five equipped men. The centre
nacelle was to carry the pilot, a co-pilot and twelve men.
Shortly thereafter, the Navy negotiated a contract with Snead and
Company to produce a ' twin-hull ' model, the XLRH-I. Although
the Navy had sufficien t confidence in this model to con tract for the
production of fifty articles, it terminated the contract with Snead and
AGA before either prototype was completed.

XLRN-I
Designed and built in tight secrecy at the Naval Aircraft Factory,
J ohnsonville, Pennsylvania, the all-wood XLRN - I was one of America's
two largest gliders and least known. It had a I IQ-foot wingspan and a
rated load of 18,000 pounds. Two documents differ on loaded weights,
one indicating 33,160, the other, 37,764 pounds. Its overload weight
was 40,000 pounds.
Its contemplated use was as a troop transport, a 3,000-gallon fuel
glider, and most spectacularly as a bomb-glider to fly into the mouth
of a German submarine pen and explode on impact. For this last use
it had a television-like sensor in the nose.
It was test flown many times and reported as heavy at the controls.
A Navy four-engined Douglas R5D towed the XLRN-I.
Technical Data
Glider Model: XLRN-I
Type: fuel, transport , glide

bomb
Crew: pilot, co-pilot
Dimensions
Wing-span: I loft
Wing area: 1,200Sq ft
Length: 67.Sft
Weight
Total with cargo: ~n, I60/
37,7 641b
Empty: IS,160/ 19,7641b
Cargo: I B,ooo/ Ig, 7641 b

Navy bomb glider

Loadings

Bo troops eq uipped; 3,000
gal fuel; high explosives
Flight performance
Towing speed: IBomph
Tow-plane: R5D

Bomb-Glider
The Navy also had a bomb-glider development programme. It relied
on existing air frames using Taylorcraft, Piper and Aeronca aeroplanes, replacing engines with extend ed nose nacelles and a nose
wheel thus converting them to tricycle landing aircraft. Equipped

Timm XAG-2 assault glider
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with TV and radar, these systems proved highly reliable during
extensive testing. They never were used operationally, however.

Other Development s
In addition to the experimental and production gliders already discussed, the AAF signed contracts for the XCG-9, -I I, -12, - 19 and the
XAG-I and -2, which reached various stages of completion but were
not accepted. Most contracts were cancelled. Some wind-tunnel
models were built.
Moreover, glider production brought with it the need for investigation into which related, innovative, technical developments or ideas,
would make gliders more effective.

Training Gliders
Less well-known than the transport glider programme, but none the
less important, was the production of the single-place, two-place, and
three-place training gliders, designated XTG's and TG's. Many companies participated in the design and manufacture of the ten different
training glider models. Of these, seven went into production, and
1,210 of them, were built.
Powered Gliders
The AAF experimented with a number of twin-engine CG-4A gliders.
Originally many AAF leaders had in mind that gliders were to be
expendable, one-mission, aircraft. Later manoeuvres and operations
proved gliders to be durable beyond expectation, and this viewpoint
changed. Also, it was considered poor economics to build gliders as
large as were being constructed, and then to use them for just a single
mission. For this reason, and to have an aircraft able to carry bulky
loads over short distances, the idea was conceived of placing a
'package' engine installation in the gliders. This installation was to be
so designed that the glider could be converted to a powered aircraft
within a few hours. Power in a glider would also be used to assist in
take-offs, to extend gliding range, and to provide a means of recovering a glider after it had landed and returning it to friendly lines.
Three powered gliders were developed. The CG-4A powered by
two 125 h.p. Franklin engines became the XPG-1. The CG-4A
powered by two 175 h.p. Ranger engines became the XPG-2. The
CG- I 5A was powered by two J acobs R-755-9 engines. All tested satisfactorily. However, it was determined that there would be no tactical
use for them, although if the occasion arose they were available for
production.
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Bomb-Gliders
In 1942 the AAF procured ten XBG-I bomb-gliders. These gliders
were to have an explosive warhead, and be released from under the
wing of a bomber. An operator in the bomber was to direct the glider
to its target by radio control. They never became operational.
Assault-Glider
An idea that tantalised the Army ground forces but drew heavy fire
from the AAF was that of an assault glider; an armed glider suitable
for landing on fields that had not yet been secured by parachute
troops.
Ground Forces visualised a glider that was to be a sort of flying
pillbox, that would land before the main serials of transport gliders
and parachute troops. This assault-glider would protect the landings
against enemy infantry, small arms fire, and anti-aircraft fire. Two
50-calibre and two 30-calibre machine-guns mounted behind armour
plate and manned by glidermen, plus two rocket-launchers, would
give the glider substantial fire-power. Tow-planes for the attack
glider were to be either bomber or fighter planes .
On 22 May 1943 the Materiel Command awarded contracts to Timm
Aircraft Company and Christopher Company for an XAG-2 and an
XAG-I respectively. Each glider was to have a gross weight of8 ,5001b
and a towing speed of 240 miles per hour. Each was to be a low-wing
cantilever monoplane, with place for six glidermen and a pilot and
co-pilot. The gliders were to be of all-wood construction.
Christopher delivered a wind-tunnel model, but General B. W.
Chidlaw criticized the glider as a 'dammed fool idea ' . The assaultglider project was 'spiked' in September 1943.
Glider 'Snatch' Pick-up Technique
Numerous suggestions for using gliders came from the front as America
gained combat experience. One idea was to land gliders on packed
snow to resupply ground units in the arctic. Another was to land them
on water, where suitable landing areas were not available. Still
another idea was to use gliders in the routine supplying of weapons,
ammunition, food and personnel to fixed and mobile ground and
air-force units; it was pointed out that this method of supply would be
especially useful for armoured operations. Another suggestion was to
drop airborne maintenance repair-shops, housed in gliders, behind
armoured units to maintain the armoured vehicles. It was also recommended that gliders should move airborne field hospitals from one
location to another or evacuate wounded from combat areas.
At first many of these suggestions might have been far beyond the
scope of the glider to accomplish, but they were made feasible by the
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Pick-up hook folded to the fuselage of a Douglas C-47

Waco CG-4As ready for take-off.
rope for pilot communication
~~~~---------

~ote

telephone wire attached to tow
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development of a pick-up device. It enabled a flying tow-plane to
whisk away a loaded glider from a standing position. In July 1943
Major Louis B. Magid Jr., on the staff of the Airborne Command at
Fort Bragg, North Carolina, tested the device and its associated technique. In these tests a C-47 flying at 140 miles per hour snatched a
glider off the ground with ease. Within seconds from the time the
C-47's tow-hook seized the glider tow-rope slung between two upright
poles, the glider was in the air and flying at 120 miles per hour. Major
Magid reported that the engines of the aeroplane showed less strain
during the pick-up than during a conventional take off. The technique was used with a fully-loaded glider with equally good results.
Soon successful tests were being made in snatching gliders equipped
with skids as take-off gear. Snatch-tests were conducted with the
CG- I 3A and were successful.
This technique was soon being used in training, and after manoeuvres, to recover gliders. It saved dismantling thousands of gliders,
which, without this new technique, would have had to be hauled out
from constricted areas by truck. The snatch technique was also soon
being used after combat operations to transport flyable gliders back to
home bases. It was used to evacuate wounded in the European theatre
and in Burma.

Double Tow
After tests held at Camp Mackall, North Carolina, in September
1943, it became commonplace for C-47's to tow two gliders in a
staggered V formation. This double-tow arrangement had the advantage of decreasing the air space taken up by flights delivering airborne
units into combat. This had additional benefits. It delivered troops
in a more concentrated mass and doubled the towing capacity of the
aeroplanes.
Parachutists also jumped from gliders in double tow. The results
were more successful than had been expected, causing Colonel Ward
S. Ryan, who had conducted the tests, to recommend that gliders be
modified for the use of parachute troops. This was not done, however,
as the AAF found that using gliders in this way would prove less efficient than using them to carry the regularly-constituted glider infantry
and other glider-trained ground units.
Hamilcar 'Pick-a-Back'
During 1949 the AAF procured a British Hamilcar glider for test and
evaluation. They also began studies to determine if the Hamilcar, or
another glider, could be carried 'pick-a-back' (an aeroplane on top of
a glider) as the Germans had done with the DFS-230. They used the
P -38 figh ter aeroplane a ttached to the top of the Hamilcar; although
consideration was also given to using the P-38 with the CG-roA.
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Preparing the 'clothes-line' for a glider snatch

Douglas C-47 'picking up' a Waco CG-4A in what became known as a
glider 'snatch'
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Pick-a-back glider delivery had several advantages over standard
glider tow techniques. The combined aircraft was piloted en route to
its objective by the pilot of the P-38. This would ease the problem of
flying the glider hundreds of miles, sometimes with instruments alone
as experienced in standard tow-rope flight. After releasing the glider,
the P-38 would provide it with protection overhead against hostile air
attacks. If the glider could be loaded with fuel for the combined aircraft, long-range flights could take place, enabling the shipment of
gliders to distant theatres of war. This last point was important in
view of the fact that glider operations overseas had had to be curtailed
because there was inadequate shipping space for the enormous crates
that gliders required.
However, there were serious disadvantages to the pick-a-back system. I t was time-consuming to arrange the cou pling of the two craft.
Furthermore it meant that the much needed fighter would be
grounded for unacceptable periods of time. Once airborne, in the
event of a power failure in the P-38 (because the release mechanism
was to be electrically operated ) there would be difficulty in releasing
the glider. It was foreseen that wing-loading differentials would make
the combination difficult to fly. Although the study concluded that
the idea was aerodynamically feasible, structurally and from the
standpoint of weight and balance, nevertheless the disadvantages
were too many, and the idea was allowed to die.
Tow-planes

In the spring of 1942 General Arnold directed the Materiel Command to determine the suitability of the various combat and transport aircraft as tugs for towing gliders. Wright Field conducted extensive tests from then until late in 1944. The results showed that the
C-47, C-46, C-54, and C-60 transport aeroplanes, the A-25 attackbomber, the B-25 bomber and the P-38 fighter, and any fourengined bomber or transport, were all suitable for towing the CG-4A
and the CG- I 5A. If the P-38 was used, it would be necessary to place
sand-bags in the nose of the glider.
The CG- I 3A could be towed by a C-46, a C-54, a B- 17 or a B-24 in
addition to the favoured C-47. However, by the end of 1944 tactical
considerations as well as the performance and availability of the C-47
in all theatres of operation made it the outstanding tow-plane, most
widely used.

GLIDERS OF THE SOVIET UNION

SIX __________________________________

Gliders of the Soviet Union
Strong evidence exists that the Soviet Union pioneered the development of a transport glider, and, in fact, produced the first such aircraft. Little known to the outside world, in 1923, only five years after
the revolution, Soviet authorities began encouraging gliding. In that
year the government sponsored the first all-union (all Soviet nations )
gliding contest. The Moscow glider club had been organised several
years earlier.
Through the 1920'S Soviet interest focused chiefly on sports gliding.
In the 1930s, however, the government decided to expand Soviet
gliding activities. In 193 I a dramatic upsurge occurred when at the
Ninth Party Congress held in January the Komsomol passed a resolution calling for an unheralded expansion of the gliding movement,
announcing a threefold purpose for its resolution. Firstly, through a
training programme it sought to build up an enormous pool of
glider-pilots; secondly, through research and development, and testing
of new glider models, it hoped to gain useful information for aeronautical research; thirdly, it was setting out to capture as many world
records as it could.
The government built a glider factory in Moscow. It set a production goal of 900 primary trainers and 300 training gliders per year. It
named Oleg K. Antonov, an aircraft engineer and designer, who was
to become famous for his glider designs, to head the design and
engineering effort at the plant.
Shortly after the Komsomol resolution had been passed, eighty
leading glider and light plane designers assembled at Koktabel. They
studied twenty-two glider designs, and selected seven for construction
and for tests to be made in 1932. In retrospect the pace at which the
whole movement progressed gives some indication of the importance
the government placed on the programme.
In thirty-six days of tests Soviet glider pilots flew 662 flights,
averaging more than an hour each, in the seven gliders to be tested
and in other gliders from distant parts of the Soviet Union, establishing six new Russian records. During that year in a single flight
V. A. Stepanchenok in a G-9 glider looped I 15 times and flew upsidedown for more than one minute. Soviet glider pilots went on to perform new and unexpected aerobatics, long distance tows and a multitude of other achievements . A feature at the meet was G. F. Groschev's
'TsK Komsala', a four-place glider designed for towed flight.
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At the same meeting B. Borodin flew two passengers for more than
four hours in a single flight and with this feat the transport glider was
born. It was then up to some perceptive person to recognise the
significance of the flight; and it appears that this was not long in
coming. The idea of a multi-passenger, towed glider, as opposed to the
two-passenger soaring glider already flown, must have blossomed in
1932 or 1933, as Groshev, designer of the transport glider GN-4, undoubtedly had a large, innovative glider on the drawing board in late
1932 or 1933 for in 1934 the Moscow glider factory produced this aircraft, the GN -4, a glider that could transport five passengers and was
designed for towed flight.
By 1934 the Soviets could boast ten gliding schools, 230 gliding
stations, and 57,000 trained glider pilots.
Around 1934 a new concept took hold, fostered by Lev Pavlovich
Malinovskii, head of the Scientific Technical administration of the
Grazhdanskiy Vazdushniy Flat (Civilian Air Fleet). Malinovskii conceived the idea of using a low-powered freight glider-plane, easy to
produce and cheap to operate, to solve some of Russia's long-distance
fast freight needs. The fully-laden glider would carry about a ton of
good.s and be powered by a single 100 h.p. engine. The engine would
assist the tow-plane during take-off. Once safely airborne the glider
would cast off and under its own power deliver its cargo to a distant
terminus.
Because most of the models were underpowered, only one or two
went beyond the experimental stage . Several apparently grew into
sizeable Io-passenger models, and there is a strong likelihood that
these models, with engines removed, became the first of the larger
20-passenger transport gliders developed and observed in Russia
during the mid 1930s.
One of these the G-31, an 18-passenger glider, was built at the
military institute in Leningrad. There are reports that the German
fighter ace of World War I, General Ernst Udet, was in Moscow in
1935 and witnessed several giant gliders in tow in one of the Soviet
celebrations in Moscow. Undoubtedly this experience prompted him
to suggest the conversion of the promising flying observatory into a
military transport glider (see German DFS 230 glider, p. 27 ).

A-,
The Antonov A-7, also known as the red-front (Rot-Front ) RF-8, was
one of the early Soviet military transport gliders. It won a design
award for Oleg K. Antonov, the famous aeronautical engineer. The
first models were built about the time World War II started (1939) ·
In its high aspect-ratio, its 62.2-foot wing, and in its fuselage, it preserved many of the excellent flying characteristics ofa sailplane. It was
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37.7 feet long and carried eight equipped soldiers.
I t had a retractable landing gear and all the latest instruments
necessary to enable the pilot to handle the glider in all flyable
weather; 400 were manufactured.
The Army used the A-7 extensively to support Soviet guerrillas
operating against the Germans. The glider was towed by the IL-4,
the SB-3 and the IL-2 .
Technical Data
Glider Model: A-7
Type: assault glider
Crew: pilot

Dimensions
Wing-span: 62.2ft
Wing area: 335sq ft
Fuselage
Length: 37. 7ft

Weight
Cargo: 2,0001b
Loadings
pilot, 8 equipped troops
Tow-planes
Li-2, 5B-3
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and the first test-flight was made before the end of the summer.
The BDP (S-I ), as it became, had a high cantilever wing 65.7 feet
long, of wooden construction, with a high aspect ratio. It was tapered
and had a wing-root dihedral. Trailing edge flaps were fitted.
The monocoque fuselage was oval shaped and accommodated a
pilot and 20 fully-equipped troops. Gun-ports were built into the
fuselage, from which glidermen could shoot at attacking aircraft or,
while landing, at enemy troops. The wheel under-carriage was
dropped after take-off and the glider landed on plywood runners.

A-I1 (G-I1)
While some sources doubt that the A- I I was ever built, there is substantial evidence to prove its existence. The evidence shows that the
A- I I was an improved version of the A-7 glider. It was similar in
appearance to the A-7, except for the fact that it had a strut-braced
wing.
Vladimir GribO\'skii collaborated with Oleg K. Antonov in its
design and development. It had a wing span of82 feet and a length of
42 feet.
R eports also exist of a G- I I glider. In view of the fact that Gribovskii
was the co-designer of the A- I I, it is possible that the A- I I and the
G- I I (Gribovskii- I I ) were one and the same glider, the A- I I at sometime taking the G-I I desig-nation for unknown reasons.
Technical Data

Glider Model: A-I I (G-I I )
Type: transport
Crew: pilot, co-pilot
Dimensions
Wing-span: 82ft
Fuselage
Length: 42ft

Weight
Cargo: 4,4oolb
Loadings
pilot, co-pilot, 20 equipped
troops

BDP (S-I)
In July 1941 the Bureau of Special Construction, OKB (Osoboe Konstruktorskoe Buro ), ordered the production of a battle transport-glider
BDP (Boevoi Desantnyi Planer ). The first model was built within a month,

Antonov A-7, three-view section
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The government stopped production shortly after the first gliders
were manufactured, deploying the factory to the east in Russia to
escape destruction by the advancing Nazi armies. Production of the
BDP (S- I ) was not resumed because the government turned all aircraft production resources toward the construction of combat aircraft.
Technical Data
Glider Model (s) : BDP (S-r )
Type: battle glider
Crew: pilot
Dimensions
Wing-span: 6.1.7ft
Wing area: 48 [sq ft

Weight

Loadings
20 soldiers, equipped, or
equivalent weight in other
cargo.

Flight performance
Maximum airspeed:
roomph

Total with cargo: 7,7oolb
Empty: S,0701b
Cargo: 2,6301b

Motor-Glider MP-I
The motor-glider MP- I (motoplaner- I ) showed the wartime continuation of Russian hopes to develop a satisfactory powered glider- long
a dream of glider advocates. This development took place in 1943
just before the deployment of the factory to the east. The MP and the
BDP (S- I) differed only in minor detail, except for the installation of
two 140 h.p. five-cylinder engines on the leading edge of the wing of a
standard BDP (S- I). A fixed-wheel landing gear was installed, also
hoops at the ends of the wings to protect the tips on landing. A trimtab was fitted to the rudder, and a small window at the bottom of the
nose to give the pilot better visi bili ty.
The MP- I had to be assisted at take-off when carrying a full load,
but when empty could take off without assistance. It was released by
its tow-plane once airborne and flew at 100 miles per hour, having a
range of close to 500 miles.

Glider-BOInber PB
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During 1942 the OKB considered building a single-seat gliderbomber, the PB (Planer Bombardirovshchik ) and produced plans for it.
These called for the glider to have an internal bomb bay that would
allow for a variety of loads, including supply containers and a 4,4001b
bomb. The project was dropped, however, perhaps because of the
urgent need for facilities and materials to build combat aircraft .
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G-3 I
The G -3 I military glider was a daring experiment far ahead of its
time . It was designed by Pavel Ignat'evich Grokhovskii, military
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pilot, parachutist, and inventor, and head of the special design
bureau of the Leningrad Institute.
It was a mid-wing all-wooden monoplane. The fuselage was a
narrow plywood monocoque construction that used wood-fabrication
techniques advanced for that day . The pilot and co-pilot sat above the
wing in a plexiglass enclosure. The forward edge of the wing, which
was 91.9 feet long, was transparent for approximately sixteen feet on
each side of the fuselage. Eighteen passengers, nine on each side, lay
flat in the wing behind the transparent window.
The G-3 1 gliderplane or powered glider, Yakav Alksnis, followed the
development of the G-3 I glider. A 700 h .p . M-'25 9-cylinder radial
engine, placed in the nose, powered the Yakov Alksnis.
After flight tests of these gliders had been conducted at Moscow, it
became clear that the design did not allow for quick enough abandon ment of the glider by its passengers in an emergency or when landing
under fire in combat. For this reason the G-31 and G-3I Yakov
Alksnis were abandoned.
Technical Data
Glider Model: G-31
Type: transport glider
Crew: pilot, co-pilot
Dimensions
Wing-span: gl.gft
Wing area: 753sq It
Weight
Total with cargo: 7,0541b
Empty: 3,o861b
Cargo: 3,g681b

Loadings
18 troops, equipped.
Flight performance
Maximum airspeed:
84mph

GN-4
The GN-4 (Crashev No. 4) designed by G. F. Groshev, was built at the
Moscow Glider Factory shortly after the factory's establishment. It
was first revealed to the public in the 1934 all-union glider meeting.
This was the world's first transport glider. In design it stood between
the sailplane and the wartime transport glider, although in configuration it was much like a large sailplane. Although designed to be
towed throughout its flight, except for the few minutes after its release
from its tow-plane, it is reputed to have flown as a sailplane under
suitable wind conditions. It was primarily designed for flying as one
of a combination of gliders in a glider train, and was normally towed
by the commercial version of the R-5.
The GN-4 was a strut-braced high-wing monoplane with a narrow
oval fuselage. It had an enclosed pilot's compartment with five
passenger seats behind the pilot. The 60-foot wing had a straight
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Groshev GN -4, the world's first military transport glider

leading edge and a trailing edge tapered from the centre section. It
had a very high aspect ratio. The R -5 towed it at close to 100 miles
per hour. The empty weight of the glider was 1,000 pounds.
Technical Data
Glider Model (s) : GN-4
Type : transport glider
Crew: pilot
Dimensions
Wing-span: 60ft
Fuselage
Length: 27ft

Weight
Total with cargo: l ,gg2 lb
Empty: I,ooolb
Cargo: gg21b
Loadings
5 passengers
Flight performance
Towing speed: loomph

IL-3 2
The IL-3'2 was designed by S. V. Ilyushin and a single glider, a prototype, was finished in 1948. No others were built.
I t was an all -metal, high-wing, cantilever monoplane. A unique
feature was that both the nose and the rear of the cargo compartment
were hinged to permit the loading of heavy or bulky equipment. The
glider had built-in ramps for loading wheeled cargo.
It carried a crew and thirty-five fully-equipped soldiers.
Technical Data
Glider Model: IL-32
Type: heavy-transport glider
Crew: pilot, co-pilot

Loadings
35 soldiers, equipped

KT-20
Conceived in 1944 by D. N. Kolesnikov and P. V . Tsybin , well-known
in the Soviet Union as pioneers in glider design, the KT -'20 (named
after the designers ) was a large transport glider. A few were built in
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Ilyushin 11-32

the Yakovlov factory. It had a sharply-tapered strut-braced wing
72.6 feet long and a tapered fuselage 49.4 feet long.
The KT -20 was loaded from the rear. The section beyond the
trailing edge of the wing lifted upward to open the cargo compartment. It was constructed of wood and metal and carried twenty-four
troops or 4,410 pounds of cargo. It was towed by the IL-I2.
Technical Data
Glider Model: KT-20
Ty pe: transport glider
Crew: pilot, co-pilot

Weight
Cargo: 4,4IOlb
TOle-plane: I L- 12

Dimensions
Wing-span: 72.6ft
Fuselage
Length: 49ft

SAM- 2 3
In 1943, in addition to the KC-20 and the BDP (S- I ), the Soviets produced the SAM-23. It was a high-wing, twin-boom, sturdily-built
monoplane resemb ling the V.S. YCG-IoA. A . S. Moskalev, its

Tsybin KT-20, three-view section and Moskalev SAM-23
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designer, conceived a 'gondola' fuselage, and so designed the SAM
that it efficiently loaded and carried bulky cargo, including J eep-sized
vehicles. The pilot and co-pilot sat in the nose behind a large concave
plexiglass window which allowed excellent observation.
The glider had an integral ramp that was lowered when the rear of
the cargo compartment was raised, and was propped up between the
booms for loading. It could carry sixteen men or a Jeep, or an
equivalent weight in other cargo.
The Soviets produced a number of SAM-'23's. Moskalev also proposed a motorised SAM, but the project never developed beyond the
design stage.
Technical Data

Glider Model: SAM-'23
Type: battle transport glider
Crew: pilot, co-pilot
Weight
Cargo: 3,6001b

Loadings
,6 equipped troops or a
Jeep or the equivalent of
other cargo.

Jakovleva-Cybina Glider
This glider was reportedly shown at the Moscow Soviet Aviation Day
exhibitions in 1949. Six were designed and built under the direction of
A. S. Jakovleva, and another six under the direction of aeronautical
engineer P. V. Cybina.
It is possibly the same craft as the medium-sized Tshibin cargoglider, since the likelihood of two new gliders appearing at this date
is questionable. On the other hand, descriptions of the JakovlevaCybina, and the fact that there appears to be no question that one
glider was designed and built by these two engineers and the other by
Tshibin (in his own right a prominent aircraft designer), lead to the
conclusion that there were, in fact, two new and different models. It is
interesting that descriptions of the Jakovleva-Cybina glider and the
American World War II CG-4 are similar; and it is quite evident that
the Jakovleva-Cybina and the CG-4 are alike in appearance.
The Jakovleva-Cybina glider had a large 'greenhouse', giving the
pilot and co-pilot excellent visibility relatively free from interference
from structural bracing. It carried troops or cargo, and could be used
for parachute drops. It was fabric covered, and opened from the front
for loading. The towing aeroplane was the 11- I '2.

Winged Tank 'KT'
Around 194 I it was rumoured in Soviet circles that the Soviet Army
was in the process of developing a glider transport system that could
carry a small battle-tank. R eports about this project more recently
available, tend to confirm the fact that such a project did exist.
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Assisted by a staff of engineers, Oleg K. Antonov was charged with the
development and construction of what came to be known as the
transport glider KT (Kryliatyi Tank or Winged Tank ) . The project
apparen tly started in 1939 or 1940 and was completed in 194 I, when
the system was tested.
The KT was a new departure in transport glider design in several
major respects. One very interesting feature is that it was a biplane
glider. Secondly, Antonov used the T-60 tank as the fuselage of the
glider; this combination cou ld be towed into the air and released while
in flight to glide down to a pre-selected spot behind enemy lines. The
T-60 six-ton tank, its gun pointing to the rear, was secured between
the twin booms of the glider and attached to the under surface of the
lower wing. A substantial part of the tank protruded ahead of the lead
edge of the lower wing. The system was so designed that the controls
for the glider were inside the tank.
In view of the shortage of metal in the Soviet Union at the time, the
glider frame was made of wood, and the wings and empennage were
covered with fabric.
With the test pilot Sergei Anokin at the controls of the winged
tank, Pasha Jeremejew, at the controls of a four-engined TB-3 bomber, towed the enormous weight into the air. Although the take-off and
early stages of the flight went well, the bomber's engines began to
overheat, and the glider had to be released. Anokin started the tank's
engine, and then let the tank treads start to move slowly. At about
'200 feet above the ground he accelerated the treads; they reached their
maximum land speed just before the treads touched the ground. The
system landed smoothly, and Anokin brought it to a stop. The tank
was quickly disengaged from its wings, and it raced off.
Despite the success of the first flight, no others took place, reportedly
because there was a shortage of towing aeroplanes with enough power
to tow the winged tank, such planes then being urgently needed at the
front.
Technical Data

Glider Model: Winged tank
KT
Type: battle-tank transport
glider
Dimensions
Wing-span: 49.2ft
Wing area: 732Sq ft
Fuselage
Length: 37. 7ft

rVeight
Total with cargo: 18,0001 b
Empty: 4,8001b
Cargo: 13,2001b
Loadings
, six-ton, T -60 tank
Flight performance
Lift off speed: loomph
Tow-plane: TB-3 bomber
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TS-25
First seen by the public in 1948 at the Soviet Aviation Day exhibition
in Moscow, the TS-25 was one of the largest of the post-war Soviet
gliders to go into production. At the time of the exhibition, six had
been manufactured. It had many of the design characteristics of the
wartime KT-20, for which Tsybin was a co-designer, and in one way
can be considered a technologically sophisticated successor to the
KT-20.
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Designed by P. V. Tsybin, the TS-25 was a heavy cargo-glider. It
had a braced high wing and a pilot's compartment sitting above the
cargo compartment. The nose was hinged to facilitate loading. The
wheels could be dropped, after which the pilot landed the glider on
skids fitted to the bottom of the craft. The glider appeared to be constructed largely of wood, with wing and fuselage exteriors of stressed
plywood.
The Soviets furnished a number of the TS-25'S to the Czechoslovak
military forces, who called it the NK 25.
Technical Data

Glider Model: TS-'25
Type: cargo glider
Crew: pilot, co-pilot
Dimensions

Wing-span: 8'2.8ft
Wing area: 830sq ft
Fuselage
Length: 54. I ft
Weight
Total with cargo: g,g'2rlb
Empty: 5, I 151b
Cargo: 4,8061b

Loadings

'25 troops, equipped, small
vehicles, light artillery, or
miscellaneous cargo.
Flight performance
Maximum airspeed:
155 m ph

YAK-I4

Antonov Kryliatyi tank KT 'winged tank', three-view section

The Yak-I4, a large, bulky, square-shaped wooden glider was designed
by A. S. Yakovlev and produced shortly after the war. This glider and
the TS-25 caused a sensation at the Soviet Aviation Day Show held at
the Tushino Airport near Moscow in 1949, when six of each flew
overhead in what was described as 'spectacular glider-trains'.
The Yak-I{ had a high-aspect-ratio braced wing with a span of
85.8 feet. The wing was built from three sections, a rectangular centre
section and two tapered outer sections that were square at the ends.
The wing had no dihedral. Fowler flaps and slotted ailerons extended
over the whole of the trailing edge.
The nose opened sideways to permit the loading of cargo. The pilot
and co-pilot sat in the nose, which featured a large 'greenhouse',
giving the pilot excellent visibility relatively unobstructed by structural bracing.
The Yak-I4 carried small vehicles or other cargo to the extent of
7,7 I 61 b, or could transport thirty-five fully-equipped soldiers, and it
could be used to drop parachutists. The cargo compartment measured
'26.3 feet in length by 7.6 feet in height and was 7.4 feet wide. The
maximum towing speed was 186 miles per hour.
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SEVEN ______________________________

Some Lesser-known
Developmen ts
A number of other nations produced gliders during World War I1,
or shortly thereafter as a result of the extensive use of gliders in
combat operations by the belligerents. It is a little known fact that
Australia, France, Italy, India, Yugoslavia and others designed and
manufactured gliders. Canada, on the other hand , procured several
models from the United States and England. Czechoslovakia received
some of the latest models produced in the Soviet Cnion.

Yakovlev Yak- 14
The Soviet Union supplied several of these gliders to the Czechoslovak
mili tary forces.
Technical Data
Glider Model: YAK- 1 4
Type: transport glider
Crew: pilot, co-pilot
Dimensions
Wing-span: 85·8ft
Wing area: l,050sq ft
Fuselage length : 60·5 ft
Cargo compartment
Length: 26·3 ft
Width: 74t
Height : 7·6ft

Weight
Total with cargo: 14,88Ilb
Empty: 6,8251b
Cargo: 8,o5 61b
Loadings
35 troops, equipped
Flight pelformance
Maximum towing speed:
186 mph

Argentina: I-AE-25
Built by the Instituto Aerotecnica de Cordoba, the I-AE-25, also
known as the Manque (Vulture), looked very much like the American
Waco, CG-4A. Built of wood, it more closely resembled the Timm ,
CG-4B, a CG-4A configuration but of all-wood construction.
As with the CG-4A, the nose of the I-AE-25 could be raised for
loading of \'ehicles or artillery. It had a wingspan of 83.7 feet and a
length of 48.2 feet.
The I-AE-25 had a lower cargo capacity than the CG-4A, 2,474
pounds as against 4,460 pounds, undoubtedly the result of the weight
of the wood used for its construction. Its empty weight was 5,423
pounds or some 1,983 pounds more than its American counterpart.
Only one I-AE-25 was built.
Australia: DHA-GI , G2
In 1942, when the Japanese were advancing towards Australia, the
Roya l Australian Air Force determined to develop a transport glider.
According to Mr Merv Waghorn of de Havilland , these gliders were
[or fighter support. They were to land at forward Spitfire bases with
cargoes of engines, guns and crews, which were to maintain the Spitfires.
Other sources state the gliders were to fly troops to attack Japan ese
forces landing at remote beaches. The small troop capacity of the
gliders make this latter use questionable .
The de Havilland factories at Bankstown were awarded the contract, established under Specification 5/42, and produced two prototypes under the company's designation DHA-GI and the registration
numbers EG-I, 2 (experimental Glider -1 ,2 ). The gliders were made
largely of wood, with a 60 foot wing-span and a fuselage 33 feet long.
These prototypes were given RAAF designations A5 7-100 I and
A57-I002 in December 1942 and were tested at Laverton.
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In mid 1943, under a subsequent contract calling for a somewhat
modified version with a wing-span of 50.5 feet and slightly larger
fuselage, de Havilland built six DHA-G2's (RAAF's A57-I /6'S ). The
empty weight was 1,450 pounds and the glider carried 1,800 pounds.
With the exception of one DHA-G2, which after the war was converted to a Griffith suction-wing test-glider using a contrifugal fan
driven by a Mercury 59A, 96hp engine, the gliders had an indifferent
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career. They were used in limited operations with the School of Land/
Air Warfare.
Technical Data
Glider Model (s) : DHA-G I,
DHA-G2
Type: transport glider
Crew: pilot
Dimensions
Wing-span: 59ft, 50.5ft
Wing area: 300sq ft
Fuselage
Length: 33ft, 33ft
Height: 7ft, 7ft

Weight
Total with cargo:
2,790Ib, 3,25 01b
Empty:
I,240Ib, I,4501b
Cargo:
I,550Ib, I,8oolb
Loadings
Six troops, equipped.
Flight performance
Maximum towing speed:
130mph
Maximum airspeed:
200mph

Canada
In 1942 the Royal Canadian Air Force contemplated purchasing
thirty Hotspur gliders from the United Kingdom to use in training a
cadre of Canadian glider pilots in a school then being considered by
the Air staff. Thought was also given to organizing a glider operational
training unit. None of these plans materialized, however.
Later that year, apparently modifying its plans, the Air Force did
purchase twenty-two Hotspur IIs, and presumably many Canadians
did learn to fly them. Canadians piloted gliders in some of the most
important glider operations in Europe. In one of the most daring
glider flights in history, with one Canadian and one RAF pilot at the
controls, a CG-4A carrying medical supplies and other critical items
was towed across the Atlantic Ocean from Canada to England.
After the war the RAF obtained three Horsas, thirty-two Hadrian
Mark IIs (CG-4As), a CG- I sA and one PG-2A. RAF inventories
carried these gliders for as long as ten years after the war.

De Havilland DHA-GI, three-view section

China
Shortly after World War II the Nationalist Chinese Air Force ordered
the production of an assault glider. The Institute of Aero R esearch at
Chengtu in Szechwan Province completed the first prototype in 1947.
It carried a pilot, co-pilot and twelve passengers. I t was one of the few
low-wing transport gliders built during or after the war, possessing a
surprisingly streamlined appearance. It was of wood construction,
doped with aluminum. Although twelve were ultimately produced,
the glider remained experimental, and there were no production
orders placed.

Dc Havilland DHA-GJ

Glas 11 Suction Wing glider (a converted de Havilland DHA-G2 )

NK-14, CZe'choslovakia (Soviet Yak- 14 )
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Czechoslovakia
Gliding and soaring long have been popular sports in Czechoslovakia.
Although during the war, while dominated by the Nazis, little took
place in glider development, after the war, particularly in the late
I940S that country's armed forces took a serious interest in transport
gliders. By the early I950S the country had two under construction,
the AE-53 and the LD-605.
The AE-53 had much the appearance of the American LaisterKaufmann YCG-IoA, the LD-605 resembled the CG-4A. Each had
comparable loading ports to their American counterparts . Before the
two had reached completion, the Soviets turned over numbers of the
TS-25S and Y AK- I 4S to the Czechoslovakian Air Force, and the
construction of the AE-53 and LD-605 was discontinued.
France: Castel-Mauboussin CM 10
After the invasion of France by the Allies and the recapture of Paris,
the soon-reorganised French Air Ministry determined to investigate
the possibility of using the transport glider for military operations.
French military leaders had been impressed by the Allied assaultglider operations in various phases of the war against Germany.
The Ministry requested the Etablissement Fouga, headed by Mr
Pierre Mauboussin (a company that specialized in designing and
building sports gliders) to design and build a military glider similar to
those used by the Royal Air Force and the U .S. Air Force. The glider
initially took the name Caste! ,\1auboussin, 'CasteI' being derived from
'Castello', the originally Spanish name of Robert Castello, the technical design manager of the company. It was he who had proposed a
high-wing monoplane with a high lift-to-drag ratio.
The ~1inistry ordered two prototypes. The first was delivered in
1947 (although its design and construction had begun before the end
of the war) . Despite the fact that the French had just been liberated
from German occupation, and the economy was weak and materials
in short supply, the glider turned out to be a superb aircraft.
Aerodynamically the Mauboussin was a clean aircraft of all-wood
construction. It had a wing-span of 87 feet and a length of 60 feet.
It load ed from the front, the nose swinging open at the side to
permit loading to take place. It could carry two i -ton trucks, or a
i -ton truck and a howitzer with trailer as well as gun crew and
driver.
The first test-flight took place at Mont-de-Marson with test-pilot
Leon Bourriau at the controls. The flight was successful, as was the
programme of evaluation-testing, until the final phases when Bourriau
unknowingly exceeded stress limits set for the glider. The CM 10 disintegrated, and although Bourriau managed to eject and came to the
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ground by parachute he was severely injured.
The glider, nevertheless, was considered an unquestionable success,
and before testing was completed the Ministry placed a pre-production order for twenty-five gliders with the Societe National de Construction Aeronautiques du Nord. Later the number was increased to
a hundred. The Societe National had been called in because the
Fouga facilities were inadequate to meet the production requirements.
Before production had really got under way, however, budget changes
made it necessary to cut production, and only six were ever manufactured.
Several production models were later converted into powered aircraft. One was fitted with two piston engines, another with jets. However, neither project succeeded, despite its attractive performance as
a glider, and later in its powered 100 and 101 \'ersions. The demise of
the CM 10 was the result of the change of French military thinking,
which gave priority to paratroops over glider-borne forces. In addition, there was a surplus of powered aircraft in France after the war,
including the Ju '2 and the C-47. Budgetary cutbacks also played an
important role in reducing the chance of the CM 10 taking a solid
place in the military and civilian aviation industry.
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Mauboussin )
Type: Heavy transport glider
Crew: pilot, co-pilot
Dimensions
Wing-span: 87ft
Wing area: nosq ft
Fuselage
Length: 60ft
Height: I gft
Cargo compartment
Length: 26ft
Width: 5.8ft
Height: 7ft

Tt'eight
Total with cargo: 15,{001b
Empty: 6,{001b
Cargo: g,ooolb
Loadings
35 troops, equipped; two
i-ton trucks; or military
equipment to load capacity
Flight performance
Tow speed: 180mph
Tow-planes: Ju 52, Halifax,
SO 161, C-47

India
Strangely, India in 1941 and 194'2 was one of the first nations to produce a military transport glider, even though the centres of World
War 11 conflict were still fairly removed from her borders. It was not
until early 1944 that General Orde Wingate launched Imperial glider
forces against the Japanese in Burma in the most innovative airborne
cam paign of the war. U .S. gliders piloted by Americans transported
these troops on more than ten glider missions of that campaign.
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Anticipating extensive airborne operations in the Eastern theatre,
Britain negotiated to build 40 Horsas in India, but a contract was
never signed. Lawrence Wright in The Wooden Sword points out high
costs as the major factor , since bids showed it would cost ten times as
much to produce the Horsa there as it was then costing in England.
The British shipped some Horsas to India, but the idea of sending
quantities was shelved, since four-engine tow-planes necessary for
towing the heavy glider in the tepid climate and to the heights necessary to cross mountain ranges on future missions were not avai lable
in quantity in Indi a.
Lawrence Wright also reports the Indians did use and apparently
took over some CG-4As for training their own glider pilots.
Hindustan Aircraft G

I

G-I
Engineers Dr V. M. Ghatage, F . M. Crane and M . C . McCarthy, Jr.,
of Hindustan Aircraft Limited designed the G-l transport glider
during 1941 and 1942. It was a semi-monocoque wood glider that
carried eight passengers, a pilot and a co-pilot. A two-ply moulded
plywood wi th wood grain at 45° to the longi tudinal axis of the
glider covered the fuselage.
The cockpit enclosure was of moulded , framed , transparent plastic
panels, designed to giH the pilots excellent visibility. It could be
raised to allow pilot entrance and in case of emergency could be
jettisoned to permit rapid escape. It had a large passenger door on
the right side just back of the last passenger seat.
Plywood covered the built-up truss ribs of the 56.7-foot single-spar
wing. The wing had spoilers on the upper surface near the leading
edge midway in the semi-span. The rudder and elevators were covered
with fabric.
The glider had dual controls, and pilots sat in tandem. It had
jettisonable wheels and a single hard wood ski.
Technical Data
Glider Model: G-I
Ty pe: assault/transport glider
Crew : pilot, co-pilot
Dimensions

Wing-span: 56.7ft
Wing area: 300sq ft
Fuselage
Length: 30'5ft
Height: I 1.lft

Ambrosini AL 12P

Weight

Total with cargo: 4,0001b
Empty: I,5001b
Cargo: 2,5001b
Loadings
8 passengers
or cargo.
Flight performance
Maximum airspeed:
160mph
Aspect ratio: 10
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Unique among allied gliders and in keeping with German glider
doctrine that the glider should be a fighting weapon as opposed to
just a passive transport vehicle, plastic windows had gun ports through
which occupants could fire their rifles while in flight. The G-I
weighed 4,000 pounds and could carry 2,500. Hindustan Aircraft
produced a single prototype and parts for ten more. Lawrence Wright
in The Wooden Sword reports wing warpage on the prototype, a probable reason that the ten were never assembled, and the glider never
went into production.
Italy
Italy formed its first glider transport organization in June 1942.
I ni tially the I talians flew the German Go 242 and the DFS 230. As
the war progressed, the mili tary leaders determined to build their
own gliders, and several models were ultimately produced.
I talian gliders and glider pilots were marshalled for the Malta
operation as part of the total of a more than 500 glider operation
planned by the Axis.

AL-I2P
The Ambrosini AL-I2P was built in T942 by the Aerolombardi Corporation at the 'Cantu' (Como Province) works. Its designer was
A. Ambrosini, and its project engineer Ermengildo Preti.
A cantilever high-wing monoplane glider designed for attack and
transport purposes, its tubular, 47-foot-long, wood-ribbed fuselage
was covered with stressed moulded plywood secured to the ribs . The
70-foot wing had a 'double-box' foliated spruce plywood spar; plywood covered the wing surface, although ailerons were fabric -covered.
Large slotted spoilers could be activated to stand perpendicularly
above and below the wing, and were one of the advanced features of
this very well-designed glider.
Technical Data
Glider Model: AL-12P

Am brosini Al 12 P, three-view section

Type: attack and transport
glider
Crew: pilot, co-pilot
Dimensions
Wing-span: 70ft
Wing area: 630sq ft
Fuselage
Length: 47ft
Cargo compartment
Length: 22ft
Width: 5.8ft

Weight
Total with cargo: 6,2oolb
Empty: 3,50olb
Cargo: 2,7oolb
Loadings
12 equipped troops or
equivalent weight

Ambrosini AL

12P
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The nose of welded steel tubing was covered with plywood into
which large plexiglass windows were set. Pilots sat side by side in the
nose, which was hinged on the right side to open for the loading of
cargo. There was a side door from which paratroopers jumped. The
fuselage had seven equally-spaced windows on each side. The empennage was plywood-covered.
The glider carried twelve fully-equipped troops, or 2,7oolb of other
weight. It was test-flown in 1943 and proved to be an excellent glider.
Aerolombardi produced sixteen of these gliders for the Italian Army,
and some were used in operations fitted with 195 horse-power Alfa- 115,
four cylinder, aircooled engines, it became the P-5 12 .

Spoilers of Ambrosini AL

12P

Caproni TM

2,

three-view section
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TM-2 (CA TTM-2)
Designed by Caproni's Ing. Del Proposto, the TM-2 (CATTM-2)
made its first flight in 1943. I t was a large glider that had a loaded
weight of 8,800 pounds and carried twenty passengers.
I t was all-wood construction with plywood and fabric covering.
Four large doors opened into the cargo compartment, facilitating
loading. I t had a wing span of 74.8 feet and was 42.5 feet long.
I n one of the early test flights the TM-2 went into a spin, killing the
pilot. The glider was still not accepted for production at the lime of
the armistice.
The Caproni Corporation planned to equip the glider with motors
but did not go through with the idea. The prototype, one of the few
World War II gliders still in existence, is in the Milan Museum.
Technical Data
Glider Model: TM-2

AB Flygindustri Fi 3

(CATTM-2 )
Type: transport glider
Crew: pilot, co-pilot
Dimensions
Wing-span: 74.8ft
Wing area: 495sq ft
Fuselage:
Length: 42 ·5ft
Height: '5.5ft
Cargo compartment
Length: 23.4ft
Width: 4ft
Height: 8ft

Weight
Total with cargo: 8,8001b
Empty: 4,4001b
Cargo: 4,4001b
Loadings
20 equipped troops or
equivalent weight in cargo

Sweden: FI-3
The A B Flygindustri, Halmst ad , Sweden, received a requirement
from the Swedish Air Force for a transport glider in '941. From this
period until the end of World War II the company produced five FI-3
gliders.
Technical Data
Glider Model: FI-3
Type: transport glider
Crew:
Dimensions
Wing-span: 54. 6ft
Wing area: 344-5sq ft
Fuselage
Length: 30.8ft

Weight
Total with cargo: 3,9701b
Empty: " 7421b
Cargo: 2,2281b
Loadings
11 troops, equipped

